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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to explore and discuss how 

abstract meaning is expressed in language through metaphors 

of materiality. Referents that have no physically observable, 

tangible basis for their meanings are compared metaphorically 

with more familiar physically perceived experiences; _meaning 

is thereby more easily understood and communication is there

fore more effective. 

Metaphors which relate abstract meanings as physical 

experiences are Metaphors of Perception. These metaphors are 

divided into three broad categories, or types: Spatial Meta

phors, Process Metaphors, and Sensory Metaphors. Spatial 

Metaphors create in our mind's eye three-dimensional images 

to represent abstract referents. Process Metaphors stage 

action or relationship to relate abstract meaning. Sensory 

Metaphors relate abstract meaning to sensually perceived 

experience. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION 

Listen for a moment to any source of verbal communica

tion, be it conversation and discussion among speakers heard 

firsthand or information and entertainment presented through 

the electronic media of radio and television, and you will 

hear many sentences in which a metaphor of some kind is used. 

Most metaphors used in normal speech are hardly even perceived 

as metaphoric, but are "dead metaphors" or "hidden metaphors" 

that have become idiomatic in our language and go practically 

unnoticed by their users, such as "a head of lettuce," or 

"the foot of the mountain." Fewer metaphors in our daily 

speech are truly novel and advance some special insight of 

meaning between speakers. If you stop to pick out the meta

phors that occur in our language in the normal flow of speech, 

or even writing, you will soon begin to realize how numerous 

they are and how dependent our language is upon metaphor for 

the expression of meaning. A closer look will reveal that in 

many cases of metaphor occurring in common language, a term 

that represents a physically perceivable, tangible object has 

been used to represent metaphorically a non-physical, intangi

ble meaning. By comparing or substituting an abstract notion 

with analogously similar terms representing a concrete idea, 

speakers simplify meaning and make it clear for the listener; 

communication is thereby more effective. The purpose of this 
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study is to explore and discuss how abstract meaning is 

expressed in language through metaphors of materiality. The 

effects of this linguistic process are simplified and effec

tive communication. Consider for the purpose of illustration 

an example from this writing, "normal flow of speech." The 

concept of speech is compared with a fluid medium that travels 

a course. The "flow" is the movement through time and percep

tion of the words which make up speech. Viewing speech as a 

moving current provides us with a better cognitive grasp of 

the action of speaking, a process by which meaning travels 

from speaker to listener in a cohesive fashion. 

A study such as this one is significant in its support 

and expansion of psycholinguistics as it delineates the rela

tionship between cognition and language. Psychologists con

sider the process of making and using metaphor a means by 

which we make the foreign become more familiar, the previously 

incomprehensible more easily grasped. Metaphor utilized in 

language achieves the same goal : understanding is increased, 

communication is improved. Of the activities which demonstrate 

how our minds work and which can be observed, language is the 

most revealing. As we express ourselves in speech, so do we 

register, assimilate, and app l y information in the cognitive 

process. Considerable discussion goes on among scholars as 

to which came first, the thought or the word; the word gives 

expression to the thought, but once we have words as tools, 

do our thoughts become limited by the nature and scope of the 
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particular words we have at our command? This inquiry will 

not attempt to resolve that dilemma. However, an examination 

of how metaphor is applied in language, specifically, how meta

phor is used to express abstract meaning, will reveal that the 

task of achieving greater understanding is accomplished. 

Even at its most basic level, language is a process of 

abstraction. It is a system of oral symbols, words, that repre

sent first things and then ideas. Some sociolinguists identify 

the ability to create and use a language of words as the trait 

which separates man and makes him unique among other animals 

who communicate through grunts, whistles, and cries, because 

our language involves shifting physical, present tense reality 

to abstract symbol that can be communicated after the fact. 

Man can conceive and recall an idea of his perceptions and 

experiences independent of original external stimuli, and can 

communicate that idea to another person and be understood. 

While even the most social of animal groups can communicate 

alarm, aggression, pain, and pleasure as each occurs, it is 

doubtful they can gather and recall how the previous week Uncle 

Harry so ingeniously escaped the clutches of the local 

predator. Jacob Bronowski, in The Origins of Knowledge and 

Imagination, calls this ability ''prolongation of reference," 

and describes it as "the ability to use language so that it 

applies not only to what is going on now but to what went on or 

what will go on. Animals' signals naturally do not have this 

reference. Prolongation of reference is a part of human 



speech which is connected with the high selective advantage 

that foresight conferred. 111 Another uniquely human trait 

that Bronowski identifies is the ability to address one's 

self, the "internalization of language, 112 the phenomenon 

that is of primary concern to the psycholinguist. 

Little of our language is literal; actually none of it 

is: the word "tree" is not the tree itself, but merely an 

oral or written symbol antecedentally agreed upon by both 

speaker and listener to represent the idea .of the tree. As 

S. I. Hayakawa puts it in Language In Thought And Action, 

"The word is not the thing. 11 3 A word names a referent and 

4 

the referent is the meaning intended to be identified. But 

because man is a physical being, his experiences at the most 

basic level are physical and based first upon sensory percep

tion, and these experiences are the foundation upon which 

language is built. In the basic language we first begin to 

learn as children, the foundation for our more elaborate 

future language, specific words signify specific "things," 

usually objects or conditions that can be perceived through 

the senses, in a physical context. As we learn to name these · 

objects and perceptions based in physical experience, we 

share with others a common foundation of simple references 

which can later serve for comparisons with non-physical, com

plex ideas as we attempt to express them in more simplified 

and more familiar language than new, abstract terms might 

allow. 
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As language develops to more sophisticated levels, words 

begin to represent more sophisticated thought. Ideas without 

immediate, observable re f erence develop and are named. Rela

tionships, interact i ons, character i st i cs , feelings , situa

t i ons, and other s uc h non-sens i ble ideas must be named and 

described. Word s suc h as r ec ip roc ity, satura t i on , meticu

lous, mel ancho lia , and immediacy, for example, signify pro

duct s of mor e abst r act thought than is r equi r ed simply to 

name physically perc ei ved ob ects and conditions . But even 

as language becomes mor e abs r ct and vor a have more notional, 

ideational refer nt e , th r 8 n ency to express these 

ideas in concret ter 8 , ten enc y to p oy metaphor . To 

make an abetr ct id o r r r n h no literal 

g r ounding in phy 1c l re p on o r v 1v1 
' 

ore easily con-

ceptual ized , V X r e r e o n nalogouely similar 

but mor co monly 1 n 1 n r r n 
' 

t us creating a 

metaphor . 

In h boo o r n Pr nc e o Leas t 

Ef ort G. z p ropo 8 C l e " e Lav o Abbre-. 

viation 11 for vor s . B a pr 1 t t ■an will naturally 

attempt to ollov the p h 0 e 0 
' 

or east vor 
' 

in 

the pursuit 0 go l. An in e this principle is 

demonstrat ed by the pheno enon e o serves whe rein the length 

of a word relates inversely v th he f re ency o its usage. 

Sho r ter words are used ore o en an are c osen ove r longe r 

wo r ds of the same meaning in speech. or instance, the 
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word "often" would be chosen more often than the word 

"frequently." George Steiner, in Language and Silence, 

similarly sees a "diminution," or thinning out of words in 

literature, as can be seen, for example, in Hemingway, and 

accompanying that trend, an attempt in language to condense 

ideas into metaphors of more graphic and visual images.5 A 

similar thing happens in the expression of meaning in langu

age. The language used every day for familiar, routine ideas 

is full of metaphors that lend sensible reference to other

wise abstract concepts. Using metaphor to express an abstract 

referent simplifies not only by offering our mind's eye a 

graphic description of the idea, but also by condensing the 

various attributes of meaning of the original referent into a 

single, workable image. So employing metaphor for the 

purpose of communicating referents can simultaneously sim

plify and broaden understanding. Take, for example, the 

phrase "a key player." We know immediately, without any 

further discussion, that a player described this way is indis

pensable in the team's effort to "open the door to victory," 

as it were. Of course, ve don't visualize a door key running 

around in sneakers, but we do, in only the instant that is 

required for comprehension, acknowledge the attributes of a 

key which, when compared to a team player, help us understand 

that player's specific importance and function. 

Abstract, non-physical ideas are given physical references 

that bring them down into the realm of sense perception. Such 
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ref erences will be called "Metaphors of Perception"; several 

types can be identified: "Spatial Metaphors," "Process Meta

phors," and "Sensory Metaphors." These metaphors can assume 

all the different parts of speech, such as nouns, verbs, adjec

tives, prepositions, etc. 

Spatial Metaphors are those metaphors which compare the 

shared characteristics of ideas and physical, three-dimensional 

objects, as in "this block of instruction," or, as in the 

previous example, · 11 a key player." This group would also include 

metaphors that attempt to express ideas as locations in physi

cal surroundings, as in "on the brink of disaster," for 

instance. 

Process Metaphors are those which compare ideas to 

action that has a physical basis and can be staged in the 

mind, comparing ideas with change, movement, and development. 

"Staged in the mind," "blooming interest," or "take time to 

unwind" are all examples of Process Metaphors. Included in 

this category are those elusive prepositions that move even 

the most complex ideas over, around, and through like mere 

tinker toys. As abstract as the referents are with which 

they work, prepositions still have their meanings based 

originally in the sense experience of physical process with 

which we can all identify. It is this foundation in action 

that gives them their great versatility on all levels of 

language, no matter how abstract. Process Metaphors might 

also be considered "relationship metaphors" because they help 
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delineate how ideas interact with one another. Prepositions 

especially can be seen as metaphors of relationship. 

The last major group, Sensory Metaphors, includes ideas 

compared with perceptions made through the human senses, such 

as hearing, touch, etc. Examples of this group are" a heated 

debate," "crisp air," or "a warm reception," whereby an experi

ence is identified in familiar sensory terms that share like 

characteristics. This type of metaphor in language is especi

ally fertile for imagery in poetic application. Sensory 

Metaphors usually describe qualities of ideational meaning in 

the context of sensory perception. 

What first comes to mind when one considers instances of 

metaphor in regular speech might be cliches, euphemisms, hyper

bole, malapropisms, and so forth. While this paper will be 

concerned primarily with "hidden metaphors" as well as novel, 

creative metaphors in language, some consideration will be 

given as to how metaphors can be overworked and misunderstood. 

The use of metaphor as a linguistic process makes possib_le 

the rise of ambiguity and abuse, confusion and humor. Before 

we examine in more detail Metaphors of Perception and how they 

are applied specifically in language, it is necessary that we 

first consider the concept of metaphor and discuss how it func

tions as a linguistic process. 



Chapter II 

METAPHOR AS LINGUISTIC TOOL 

Considerable scholarship exists surrounding the concept 

of metaphor and the way it is applied in language. Psycho

linguists in particular are concerned with how metaphor is 

formulated and applied in language as a cognitive process. 

The advent of the field of "psycholinguistics" in the early 

1950's synthesized the studies of psychology and descriptive 

linguistics. The two areas of research are especially com

patible in their behaviorist approaches to the system of lan

guage. Language is seen as a behavior that can be studied 

empirically. The psycholinguist concerns himself not only 

with the analysis of the phonetics, morphology, syntax, and 

semantics of a language as an end product, but also with the 

mental and behavioral processes which speakers and listeners 

go through in achieving communication through language. Behavi

orist thought in the field of psycholinguistics applies the 

principles of association and conditioning to the process of 

language communication. 

In his book Words and Things, Roger Brovn, an early 

spokesman for th~ field of psycholinguistics, identifies refer

ence and meaning as the basic concerns in considering how we 

use language to communicate: "The use of language to make 

reference is the central language function which is prerequi

site to all else~ It is the beginning of the psychology of 

language .. Brown explains that when a referent 

9 
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is named it is not the particular referent alone that is being 

named, but, rather, the broad category to which that specific 

referent belongs. For instance, when an object is called a 

book, the word does not name just that one object; rather, 

the object is called a book because it shares the more general 

characteristics of moat books, such as pages of print and pic

tures, binding, and covering. So according to Brown, our pro

cess of making reference occurs when an object, action, or 

quality is identified as belonging to a category of character

istics, and that category has a name. He explains, "Any sort 

of recurrence in the non-linguistic world can become the refer

ent of a name and all such recurrences will be categories 

because recurrences are never identical in every detaii. Recur

rence always means the duplication of certain essential fea

tures in a shifting context of non-essentials."? Brown defines 

linguistic reference as "the coordinate recurrence of cate

gories," and says that "ref erence may be said to exist when

ever occurrences of a name are coordinate with occurrences of 

some other kind. 118 These "occurrences of some other kind" 

might be considered the stimuli which identify and chara·cter

ize the category. 

Brown views meaning as a particular response that is the 

result of conditioning, or experiencing a name and a referent 

in association with one another. He identifies the two skills 

in language behavior as "the ability to name new instances of 

a referent and the ability to react to a name as a sign of a 
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He defines meaning as "the total disposi-

tion to make use of or react to a linguistic form, 1110 and 

because our ability to create and understand meaning is part i

ally a cultural, or social, ability that is held in common 

with others, better communication exists among "those who have 

large areas of overlap" in their experiences. 11 

The term "abstract referent" in this paper is used to 

describe those meanings that do not have their referential 

base in physical~y perceivable experience, but are of a more 

ideational nature. Because the largest "area of overlap" 

among speakers is probably in the physical realm, we use 

terms or words ordinarily associated with physically per

ceived referents to name those non-physical, or abstract, 

referents, thus utilizing metaphor as a linguistic tool. 

The best place to begin a discussion about the defini

tions of metaphor is in the beginning, with Aristotle. As 

Warren Shibles points out, most definitions and theories of 

metaphor grow out of Aristotle's discussion of metaphor in 

Poetics and The Art of Rhetoric: "Metaphor consists in 

giving the thing a name that belongs to something else •• 

and "It is metaphor above all that gives perspicuity .• 

Explaining how calling one thing by another's name can make 

1112 

1113 

meaning more lucid, he writes, "All words which make us learn 

something are most pleasant. Now we do not know the meaning 

of strange words, and proper terms we know already. It is 

metaphor , therefore, that above all produces this effect; for 



when Homer calls old age s t ubb l e, he t eaches and informs us 

t hrough the genus; f or both have lost the i r bl oom." 14 

Aristotle infers that using metaphor is a spec i al cognit i ve 

functi on as he capsulizes the basic essence of metaphor: 

12 

"The greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It 

i s the one thing that cannot be learnt from others; and it is 

also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an 

intuitive perception of the similarity in dissimilars. 111 5 

So very basically, building on Aristotle's comments, a 

metaphor is the substituted name not normally considered 

similar to or related to a referent's usual name for the pur

poses of illustration and enlightenment. Although literally 

unalike, the two terms share compellingly similar character

istics, and their comparison reveals meaning about the first 

referent perhaps not considered before the substitution. 

I. A. Richards, in The Philosophy of Rhetoric, con

structs a basic model for metaphor as the relationship between 

"tenor" and "vehicle." The tenor in a metaphor is the ori

ginal term used to signify a referent. The vehicle is the 

new, non-literal term substituted to name the same referent. 

The vehicle ''transports" us to a new dimension of meaning for 

t he referent. That new meaning, or interpretation, is the 

"ground." In the metalanguage which describes figurative 

language , the tenor is also called the "subject" and the 

vehicl e is called the "predicate" in a metaphorical construc

tion. Max Black calls the two parts of a metaphor the two 
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subjects: the principal subject (tenor) and the secondary 

subject (vehicle). Of metaphor in language, Richards writes, 

" • • most sentences in free or fluid discourse turn out to 

be metaphoric. Literal language is rare outside the central 

parts of the sciences. 1116 

This observation brings us to consider how we recognize 

a metaphor and how we can differentiate it from literal com

parison or nonsense. Several proposals attempt to explain 

how we recognize a metaphor. One suggests that we recognize 

a metaphor when some sort of anomaly occurs, usually a seman

tic anomaly that makes a literal reading impossible, such as 

"silence is a wall. 1117 Another, related proposal is the 

relevance criterion: "Metaphors read literally violate a prag

matic rule that requires a sentence to be sincere and relevant 

to its context. 1118 Psychologists propose a "two-step 

model" for recognizing metaphors. The sentence is interpreted 

twice; first it is read literally and when that reading 

doesn't produce understanding, it is read metaphorically. 19 

The test that is applied to a metaphor to determine its 

validity as a metaphor by most definitions is the test of 

feature saliency. The tenor and vehicle (or subject and pre

dicate, respectively) in a metaphor share like attributes, 

but the vehicle usually possesses a particularly salient, or 

conspicuous feature that is not so readily observed in the 

tenor. Juxtaposing the two offers some new relevant insight 

about the tenor. 
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Consistent with Roger Brown's discussion of referent 

naming, a particular referent alone is not named, rather the 

broader category to which that referent belongs is named. 

Similarly, Max Black, in his discussion of the two subjects 

composing a metaphor, thinks "Both subjects ..• are better 

regarded as systems of belief than as individual things. One 

interprets a metaphor .•. by constructing a set of beliefs 

about the principal subject parallel to the set about the 

secondary subject. The two subjects interact in the inter

pretation .... 1120 Likewise, Roger Tourangeau sees the 

subjects of a metaphor as two systems of attributes as he 

concludes: "Metaphors join two incompatible subjects. We 

use our beliefs about the one subject as a model to construct 

parallel beliefs about the other subject. • • • 1121 

Albert Katz uses Richards' tenor-vehicle-ground model 

for metaphor in his 1982 paper "Metaphoric Relationships: 

The Role of Feature Saliency" as he discusses what underlies 

the ability to interpret relationships metaphorically. A 

metaphor follows the model "an A is a B," the tenor and vehi

cle, respectively. Katz explains that each term, A and B, 

consists of various features, and that the relevant features 

of Bare applicable to A. The salient, or outstanding, char

acteristics shared by both A and B trigger a metaphoric inter

pretation.22 

Consider again the example "silence is a wall." Upon 

our first reading we immediately realize that the intended 
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meaning is not a literal one, so we attempt a metaphoric read

ing. In the mere instant that is required for such a process, 

we sort through our responses, or the storehouse of character

istics we assign to each word, and we retain those features 

of the two that can be considered similar. The attributes of 

the predicate term, wall, that are most notable and applicable 

to the subject are assigned to the subject, silence, and we 

then recognize a compelling parallel that augments our under

standing of the subject, or original referent. The word 

"silence" conjures meanings such as absence of noise, empti

ness, tranquility, lack of communication, muteness, sleep, 

dormancy, death, loneliness, and so on. The features we 

might assign to the word "wall" are: a hard surface built of 

rocks and mortar or bricks or wood, and the like, a barrier, 

a supporting fortification, an immovable obstacle, something 

which separates and divides, and so on. If the metaphor 

appears within a discussion of the dynamics of interpersonal 

relationships, for example, the salient features assigned to 

the subject, silence, will probably be "muteness" or "lack of 

communication," and the salient feature of the predicate, 

wall, which is applicable and broadens or describes the sub

ject for us is "a barrier which separates and divides" people 

or "an obstacle to be overcome" in a relationship. Muteness 

(silence) has the effect of separating (wall) people and com

paring silence to a wall elucidates that particular meaning 

for us. Our appreciation and understanding of a metaphor, 
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therefore, is furthered by reading the sentence in the con

text of the topic in which it is used. For a metaphor to be 

successful, the features of the subject and the predicate 

must be common in the experiences of the speakers, and the 

main feature of the predicate must be salient enough that it 

can be applied to the subject. Otherwise the result is non

sense or incomprehension. (Such is the frustration of the 

student attempting to understand the obscure metaphors of 

Blake or Eliot.) 

John Gutherie discusses the important role of feature 

saliency in his 1980 article "Metaphor": "· •• a critical 

dimension of metaphorical relations is that the salient fea

ture of the predicate is not immediately obvious or predom

inant as a characteristic of the subject." 23 We differ

entiate a metaphor from nonsense, according to Gutherie, by 

recognizing that" .•. the attribute of the predicate that 

can sensibly apply to the subject is salient, whereas in a 

nonsensical statement, none of the shared characteristics are 

salient. 1124 Gutherie uses the example "The moon is an 

Oxford dictionary." This sentence would be regarded as non

sense rather than as metaphor because there is no salient 

feature shared by the two that "elicits a flash of understand

ing from the reader. 1125 Regardless of what similar char

acteristics one might attempt to construe, none of the feat

ures of an Oxford dictionary readily serve to expand our 

concept of the moon. Gutherie emphasizes the role of feature 
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saliency for the success of metaphor by writing, "An obviously 

important quality of metaphors is that a clear and compelling 

association exist for the intended comparison. 1126 By way 

of illustration he defines metaphor as a "vehicle of communi

cation" that hel~s us to "see below the surface" of things to 

their "deeper meanings" and "bridge the gap" between the 

known and the unknown. 27 

Aristotle believes that a metaphor can be reduced to a 

simile simply by the addition of the words "like" or "as. 11 

This simplified view of metaphor overlooks some of the finer 

functions and capacities of metaphor, but allows us to view 

the subject-predicate relationship more easily. So without 

distortion of meaning, we could say "silence is like a wall" 

as well as "silence is a wall." Aristotle explains, "The 

simile also is a metaphor; for there is very little differ

ence. When the poet says of Achilles, 'he rushed on like a 

lion,' it is a simile; if he says, 'a lion, he rushed on,' it 

is a metaphor; for because both are courageous, he transfers 

the sense and calls Achilles a lion. 1128 Aristotle points 

out that a metaphor is more concise and direct than a simile: 

"The simile is a metaphor differing only by the addition of a 

word, wherefore it is less pleasant because it is longer; it 

does not say that this is that, so that the mind does not 

even examine this. 112 9 Reading a metaphor as a simile, 

however, helps us resolve the semantic infelicity we may 

experience upon first encountering a metaphor. 
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Of course, not all metaphors follow the "A is B" formula. 

But usually with some syntactic rearrangement on our part we 

can provide the subject and predicate for the model. A 

"heated debate" can be understood as "the debate is like 

heat," or "the debate (A) is heat (B)." "Heated" in this 

case is an adjective of the noun and its meaning is the 

"predicate," or "vehicle," or "secondary subject" in the 

metaphor. Consider the predicate of the metaphor used as 

another part of speech, a verb: "tempers flared." We must 

extend the term "flared" and supply the true predicate that 

is merely characterized by "flaring," and that is "fire." So 

we can construct the model "temper (A) is a fire (B) that 

flares." As "flares" qualifies the predicate, fire, so it 

qualifies the subject, temper, in the metaphor. The true, 

implied predicate of the metaphor, fire, is understood. 

Likewise, in an "implicit metaphor, " the subject is implied 

by the context, but unstated. I n the metaphor, "Heaven's 

tears cleansed the squalid streets," the subject of the 

predicate, tears, is rain, and we are left to supply that 

subject in our own minds as we read the metaphor. 

Psycholinguists have proposed various definitions and 

theories of metaphor use and production to explain the rela

tionship between metaphor in language and cognitive proces

ses. Most overlap and reiterate one another to some degree. 

A short review of some of the major theories will provide not 

only a basis for later consideration as specific metaphors 



are explored but also a springboard for discussion of meta

phor as it· applies to this study. 
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Warren Shibles is one of the foremost spokesmen on meta

phor in his book An Analysis of Metaphor and in his editorial 

preface to Metaphor: An Annotated Bibliography and History, 

in which he has compiled a formidable list of authors and 

writing concerned with all aspects of metaphor. In the former 

book, Shibles reviews M. C. Beardsley's classification of 

theories of metaphor into four classes as he promotes and de

velops the Substitution Theory of Metaphor.30 Beardsley's 

four classes described by Shibles are 1) the Emotive Theory, 

2) the Supervenient Theory, 3) the Literalist Theory, and 4) the 

Controversion Theory. 

Metaphor according to the Emotive Theory does not have 

clear or cognitive meaning and is merely emotive language. 

"Indicative meaning is testable by certain empirical and 

logical criteria but emotive meaning is not. 11 31 Soun-

less a metaphor is reducible to literal, indicative meaning, 

according to this theory, it is meaningless. Advocates of 

this theory would probably consider reducing a metaphor to a 

simile a good vay to reduce a metaphor to indicative meaning, 

thereby validating the metaphor. S. I. Hayakawa holds the 

opposite view that metaphor as affective language is quite 

valuable in communication: "Metaphor, simile, and personifi

cation are among the most useful communicative devices we 

have, because by their quick affective power they often make 
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unnecessary the inventing of new words for new things or new 

feelings. They are so commonly used for this purpose, indeed, 

that we resort to them constantly without realizing that we 

are doing so."32 

According to the Supervenient Theory, metaphor conveys 

meaning that literal language cannot convey. Shibles explains 

the Supervenient ?heory: "There is no substitute for a 

metaphor. Metaphor is in this respect regarded as an idiom. 

To understand a metaphor we need intuition because it cannot 

be explained in literal terms. The metaphor is, then, 

said to be grasped immediately and intuitively before any 

step by step analysis. 11 33 This theory is reminiscent of 

the Gestalt theory of cognition in which there is no empiri

cal, observable process we undergo in understanding meaning. 

The Supervenient Theory would explain why so many metaphors 

pass into our language as idioms and are understood and used 

without analysis. Shibles explains this theory further: "In 

general, the metaphor cannot be explained in literal terms 

without loss of meaning because the meaning of a metaphor is 

usually immediate and precedes a step by step analysis of it."34 

Analyzing a metaphor is somewhat like explaining a joke; the 

essence is lost in the process. 

The Literalist Theory of Metaphor is the basis for the 

Substitution Theory of Metaphor. Quite simply, the Literal

ist Theory "regards metaphor as an abuse of language 11 35 because 

it does not mean literally what is stated . . The Substitution 

Theory attempts to substitute literal sentences or terms 
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for metaphorical ones in order to make the metaphor meaning-

ful. According to the Substitution Theory of metaphor, meta

phor 1) should be reducible to a simile which would make the 

metaphor literal (or indicative), 2) should be reducible to 

literal terms -Or statements, 3) is a misuse and distortion of 

meaningful language. 36 Max Black describes the Substitu-

tion Theory as "Any view which holds that a metaphorical 

expression is used in place of some equivalent literal expres

sion."37 And Shibles describes the Substitution Theory 

further: "That one should consider metaphor as a type of 

fallacious reasoning is held by those who assert the Substi

tution Theory of Metaphor. They treat the metaphor as a 

riddle to be unravelled or excluded from meaningful langu

age.1138 This study, on the contrary, proposes that meta-

phor can in fact elucidate meaning by providing novel insights 

that literal language neglects. While metaphor may indeed be 

reducible to simile or to literal, indicative language, it is 

the metaphoric relationship itself that lends special, 

expanded meaning to a notion. Max Black supports this latter 

view of metaphor by saying, "Metaphorical statement i's not a 

substitute for a formal comparison or any other kind of lit

eral statement, but has its own distinctive capacities and 

achievements. It would be more illuminating in some of these -

cases to say that it formulates some similarity antecedentally 

existing."39 

Considering metaphor a relationship leads us to the 

Controversion Theory of Metaphor. According to this theory 
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metaphor may be literally absurd, but it has non-literal 

meaning. The theory stresses Richards' tenor-vehicle rela

tionship model for metaphor. The metaphor is a "double unit" in 

that "a word usually belonging to one context acts as a lens 

through which a word usually belonging to another context is 

viewed.ri40 The Controversion Theory, along with the Super

venient Theory, most closely approximates what· is intended by 

use of the term "metaphor" in this paper as we discuss later how 

concrete metaphors are used to express abstract meaning in lan

guage. 

Having considered some of the major theories of what 

metaphor is, it might be useful for our purposes to consider 

how we go about creating metaphor for our use in language. 

Researchers in the field of psycholinguistics have recently 

addressed the subject of how metaphors are produced by con

ducting clinical experiments testing three of the major 

theories of metaphor production. The three most prevalent 

suggestions for how metaphors are produced are 1) attribute 

matching, 2) analogy, and 3) direct perceptual appropriation 

of relations, or "Gestalt." 

Attribute matching is the most popular theory of meta

phor comprehension. As we have previously discussed this 

process, the subject and predicate of a metaphor share like 

attributes, or characteristics, and the feature most salient, 

or outstanding, that is most applicable to the subject is 

SubJ·ect as a means of offering new and broader applied to that 

insights of meaning for the referent. 
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The analogy theory of metaphor production and comprehen-

sion proposes that we produce some metaphors by recognizing 

the analogical basis underlying them. The speaker begins 

with two empty cells in the frame of an analogy, for example, 

"As a ship is to water, so Exemplar Xis to what category?" 

As Pitts, Smith, and Pollis explain this theory in their 

research, "A choice of vehicle-category would be the necessary 

first step •• • • Once this category were chosen, a particu

lar exemplar would then be selected to reflect the desired 

relationship •••• 1141 For our example, if we wanted to 

show the relationship of the ship pushing through the water, 

we could choose the vehicle-category "land" as comparable to 

water. The exemplar that shares the relationship with land of 

"pushing through" might be "plow." So we could form the 

implicitly analogous metaphor "The ship plows through the 

water." 

The third theory of metaphor production is termed by 

Pitts, Smith, and Pollis as "perceptual." They also describe 

the process "Gestalt," and explain metaphor viewed this way 

as "a type of physiognomic perception. 1142 They describe 

the process: 11 •• a listener sees and understands a meta-

phor immediately without the necessity either of resolving 

the nonliterality of the statement embodying the metaphor or 

1 · 1 · c 1· t analogy • " of rearranging elements to so ve an imp 1 They 

discuss the process of metaphor comprehension in terms of 
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Gestalt theory: "Applied specifically to metaphor, Gestalt 

theory emphasizes the nonanalytic 'seeing' of relationships 

between the subject and the vehicle of a metaphor where such 

relationships are of a holistic and semiperceptual nature. 11 43 

Through a series of exper i ments, they found that meta

phors produced by subjects using the at t r i bute matching and 

analogy processes were convent i onal , simpl e metaphors that we 

use daily, while the met aphors created by a Ges t al t- like 

process were more unus ual and insightful . The students who 

were the sub j ects t aki ng par t in the expe r iments al s o f ound 

producing metaphors acco rding to the attribute matching and 

analogy proc esses vas more difficult and not as satisfying as 

us i ng th e pe rc eptual process . Students using attribute 

match i ng a nd analogy vere more concerned v th analytic evalu

ation, but those using the Gestalt process experienced the 

fam ed Gestalt "aha!", or 11 Eur eka! 11 that "captures the 

excit eme nt and su r pr ise accomp nying the production o a genu-

ine ly or igi nal insight . " 5 he perceptual, or Gestalt, 

process of metapho r production and comprehension is consonant 

wi th the Supe rv enient Theory o Metaphor vh ch bolds that 

metaphor is unde r stood through intuition, not evaluation . 

When ve r ely on a Metaphor of Perception to convey the 

mean i ng of an abst ract re erent, our creation and comprehen

s i on of t hat metaphor are probably not so much a r esult of 

analytic evaluation as of a perception we experience without 

goi ng th rough a pr esc r ibed procedure . But analysis of the 
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metaphor will usually show that the metaphor is appropriate 

and can be analyzed according to attribute matching or ana

logical methods. It is not surprising that Pitts and his 

team found that students could produce metaphors more easily 

using the perceptual process and that those metaphors were 

more creative and insightful than the dull metaphors produced 

through conscious evaluation and analysis. Consider the pre

vious example, "The ship plows through the water." To use 

and understand the metaphor, it is not necessary that we 

first construct the analogy; rather, our understanding and 

appreciation are immediate. Our grasping the image "a silver 

chord" is much easier and more immediate than our attempt to 

analyze consciously why it is a successful metaphor. In his 

argument in Gestalt Psychology, Kohler explains that "there 

are direct relationships among experiences relating to the 

various sense modalities, and ... language embodying these 

relationships is understood directly. 1146 Spatial Metaphors 

and Process Metaphors might lend themselves readily to analy-

sis by attribute matching or analogy, but Sensory Metaphors 

are more a result of perceptual, or Gestalt process. Synaes

thesia especially is consistent with a theory of experiential, 

perceptual process, such as "screaming red," for instance. As 

our premise states, experiences are based first in the physi-

cal realm, and following a Gestalt-like, perceptual process, we 

tend to transfer the expressions that signify those basic experi

ences onto other, more complex abstract experiences, and not 

necessarily though conscious procedure. 
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Michael Apter, in his paper "Metaphor as Synergy," regards 

metaphor as an example of "cognitive synergy." He defines 

"synergy" as the experienced tension resulting when two 

opposite or incompatible meanings are regarded simultaneously. 

The term "synergy" is derived from the Greek terms "ergon," 

meaning "work," and "syn," meaning "together." The term syn

ergy is used to denote that two processes or meanings are 

"working together to produce an effect which neither could 

produce alone. 1147 Apter sees this phenomenon as applica-

ble to the metaphorical relationship between the subject and 

predicate of a metaphor (and is perhaps analogous to Richards' 

"ground"). The predicate is and is not the subject at the 

same time: A is experienced simultaneously both as Band not 

B. The effect, he contends, is heightened arousal and vivid

ness of experience. "There is also a sense in which meaning 

is created over and above the individual meanings which enter 

into the meaning complex. 1148 This description supports 

Max Black's view that metaphor "creates the similarity," and 

that "some metaphors enable us to see aspects of reality that 

the metaphor's construction helps to constitute. 114 9 

When we consider the use of metaphor in language, we are 

compelled to wonder what the nature of the metaphorical 

process is that enables it to occur with such facility and 

frequency in our language. Why is the metaphorical process 

so well suited to our needs in communication, and why do we 

use metaphor at all? Why not continue to call A "A" and be 
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done with i t ? I f we accept the tenets of the Superveni ent 

Theo ry of Metaphor and the Gestalt, or perceptual, process of 

metaphor production and comprehension, we can realize that 

the metaphorical process in language is our attempt to express 

one realm of experience and, therefore, meaning, through 

another realm of experience. When the metaphor is success

ful, the effect is insight into meaning not before considered. 

We then can regard metaphor as a linguistic tool, a creative 

device which not only expands and elucidates, but in some 

instances also creates meaning in our communication with 

others through language. 



Chapter III 

METAPHOR AS WORLD VIEW 

An important source for the student concerned with the 

study of metaphor in linguistics is Lakoff and Johnson's 

Metaphors We Live~- The authors of this recently published 

book combine theories in linguistics, psychology, and philoso

sophy to support their proposal that metaphor is not merely a 

rhetorical embellishment of language restricted to use pri

marily in literature and other art forms, but is inherent in 

language, affecting and defining not only communication but 

our perception of reality as well: " ••• metaphor is per

vasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought 

and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of 

which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in 

nature."50 And as metaphors vary among cultures, so do 

the perceptions and expressions of reality vary from one cul

ture to another, according to the authors. Their proposals 

give strong credence to theories of cultural relativity. They 

cite everyday language as the primary source of evidence of 

how our perceptions of reality are affected by metaphors: 

"Since communication is based on the same conceptual system 

that we use in thinking and acting, language is an important 

source of evidence for what that system is like."5 1 

Throughout the book innumerable examples are offered. They 

find that words or phrases in language that are metaphorical in 

28 
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nature are for the most part not individual instances of com-

parison of like attributes, but, rather, members of whole 

coherent systems of metaphorical concept. There is a 

systematicity of metaphorical concepts in our experience and 

in our communication. II metaphorical entailments can 

characterize a coherent system of metaphorical concepts and a 

corresponding coherent system of metaphorical expressions for 

those concepts. 11 52 One of the first examples given that 

illustrates how metaphor can create a whole conceptual system 

in language and experience is the basic metaphor "Argument is 

War." Consider the extensions of that basic metaphorical 

concept: "Defend your position from his attack"; "I won the 

argument"; "He threatened my position with a barrage of 

facts"; "If you use that strategy, he'll shoot you down"; and 

so forth. Argumentation is not seen as a means of resolving 

differences and coming to agreement, an engagement out of 

which something positive can grow, but, rather, as verbal 

combat in which one either "wins" or "loses." 

Various types, or categories, of systems of metaphorical 

concept are identified. "Structural metaphors" are those in 

which one concept is "structured" in terms of another: "Argu-

M 11 ("budget your time", "spend ment is War," "Time is oney 

) "A Theory is A Building" ("the theory lacked time," etc. , 

foundation," "construct a strong support")• 

"Orientational metaphors" assign place or direction rela

tive to our own experience as physical bodies to concepts, 
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such as "happy is up--sad is down" ("that boosted my spirits," 

"my spirits sank") because in our physical experience, depres

sion brings about shrinking posture and happiness is associa

ted with an erect posture (also, a smile is up and a frown is 

down). A more complex "orientational metaphor," based on cul

tural values as well as physical experience, is "good is up-

bad is down" ("things are looking up," "things are at an all 

time low") because "happiness, health, life, and control, the 

things that principally characterize what is good for a per

son, are all up. 11 53 An extension of the "good is up--bad 

is down'' "orientational metaphor" is the concept "virtue is 

up--depravity is down" ("he is high-minded," "don't stoop to 

that," and in our culture, Heaven is up and Hell is down). 

A third group of conceptual metaphors discussed in this 

book is "ontological metaphors." An "ontological metaphor" 

is one in which an entity or substance is made to represent 

an otherwise dissimilar idea; that is, " physical objects 

(especially our own bodies) provide the basis for ... ways 

of viewing events, activites, emotions, ideas, etc., as enti

ties and substances. 11 54 Examples of two different "ontolo

gical metaphors" that are applied to the same referent are 

"the mind is a machine" ("I'm a little rusty today"; "The 

wheels are really turning now''; "Grind out a solution to the 

equation") and "the mind is a brittle object" ("Her ego is 

very fragile"; "I'm crushed"; "His mind snapped"; "He cracked 

under the pressure"). Personification and metonymy are obvious 
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examples of "ontological metaphors" ("Inflation has robbed me 

Of my savings"·, "The gun h h' d t d ") e ire wane fi f ty grand . An 

example of a more subtle "ontological metaphor" that is given 

by the authors is the idea of the activity or event of racing 

as an object which can contai n other ob j ects or as an object 

itself: "Are you in the race?" (container object); "Did you 

see the race?" (object); "I'm going to the race" (object that 

occupies a place). The authors explain that "ontological 

metaphors" can be "so natural and so pervasive in ou r thought 

that they are usual ly ta en eel - evident, direct descrip-

tione .... The fact tha they re ea hor cal neve r occurs 

to most of ue."55 

Lakoff and Johnson's vo con r1bu e di ension 
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physical beings in a physical environment which is perceived 

in terms of physical dimension (objects, substance, entities) 

and spatial orientation (direction, movement, activity). 

Experience is the basis for metaphor: II no metaphor can 

ever be co■prehended or even adequately represented indepen

dently of its experiential baais."56 At tbe end of their 

book, the authors consider t he applications of t heir theory 

of systematicity of metaphor i cal conc ept to t he ob j ect i viet, 

subjectivist, and expe r ien t ialist philosophies of expe r ience 

and perception. They clear ly t vor the expe r ien t ial et view. 

They explai n what occur s vh n v or ■ t ore by e■ ployi ng 

the idea that our basic i r et xp r nc e re "prototyp l 

gestalts " f rom whi ch xten on n our ■ thode o pe r cei vins, 

conceptuali z i ng , and xp r e ng ar • 

... und e r stand ng ■ rg 
from constant n got tion v 
and ot he r p opl . I t 
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The significant point of their view that metaphor grows 

out of experience, as it applies to this thesis, is that 

those experiences are grounded in physical experience, and 

expressions of physical experience become metaphors for the 

expression of non-physical ideas, or referents,: "Because so 

many of the concepts that are important to us are either 

abstract or not clearly delineated in our experience (the emo

tions, ideas, time, etc.) ve need to get a grasp on them by 

means of other concepts that we understand in clearer terms 

(spatial orientations, objects, etc.).»58 (Notice their 

use of the metaphor "get a grasp on" for the referent "con

ceive," or "understand," for instance.} They express this 

same premise, giving further support to this thesis, else

where in their book by saying, " ••• what we are claiming 

about grounding is that we typically conceptualize the non

physical in terms of the physical--that is, we conceptualize 

the less clearly delineated in terms of the more clearly 

delineated."59 Inherent in their premise is the notion 

that conceptualization, or cognition, grows initially out of 

perceptions of our physical environment. The physical percep

tions then become the prototypes, or models, for later, more 

sophisticated thought. 

consider as way of example, the author's choice of the 

word "grounding" to relate the idea that the basis, or founda

tion, for our means of conceptualizing abstractions is physical 
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referenc e. Using their rationale of "systematicity of meta-

phor i cal concept," one could construe "grounding" to be a mem

ber of the orientational metaphorical concept "stability is 

down" or the ontological metaphorical concepts "stability is 

the earth" or "stability is a building" or "origin is land" 

(territory being one of man's most basic social needs). It 

is more likely, however, that "grounding" would be . identified 

as a "dead metaphor," one which through constant use has lost 

its original force as a metaphorical concept and has passed 

into the language as an expression of a notion that is self

evident. To understand the meaning of the word in its con

text, one need not visualize a plot of ground; doing so might 

even prove foreign and distracting to the natural flow of 

thought: "His self-confidence is grounded in positive self

esteem"; "On what grounds do you make that claim?" The authors 

dismiss "dead metaphors" as "idiosyncratic, unsystematic, and 

isolated. 1160 They offer phrases such as "foot of the 

mountain," "leg of the ta,ble," and "a head of cabbage" as 

examples of "dead metaphors." They claim "dead metaphors" "do 

not interact with other metaphors, play no particularly inter

esting role in our conceptual system, and hence are not meta

phors that we live by," and that "If any metaphor deserves to 

be called "dead, 11 it is these . 1161 Perhaps dead metaphors 

do not suit the purposes of the authors as philosophers in 

their concern for examples which promote their theory of sys-

t f metapho rical concept, but dead metaphors should ematicity o 
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be of interest to the linguist, and even the psychologist, as 

we inquire into how our language is constructed and evolves, 

and how meaning is expressed and understanding is achieved 

through language. This study proposes that what are regarded 

as dead metaphors do in fact play a vital role in our con

ceptual system, even when reduced to cliche through overuse 

or when they are no longer conscious attempts at comparison. 

And it is our common experiences in the physical context and 

our constant use of that reference in our expression of 

abstract meaning that create and sustain these metaphors until 

they are so familiar and accepted they are considered "dead." 

In his book Linguistics, Adrian Akmajian also addresses 

the issue of metaphor categories used to express whole sys

tems of perception. He calls the process in which "one realm 

is described in terms of words from another realm providing a 

familiar and public frame" "metaphorical extension. 1162 By 

saying "familiar and public frame," he too suggests a common 

basis of experience among speakers. An illustration he offers 

is that mental processes are expressed in terms of food and 

digestion. The following examples would fit into this cate

gory of "metaphorical extension": food for thought; chew on 

that idea; swallow that story; digest the idea; regurgitate 

facts for a test; feeding me that line; spit it out; bit off 

more than he could. chew; half-baked ideas; and so forth. 

Most of those phrases will be recognized as cliches and dead 

metaphors, but while not particularly novel or creative, they 
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do serve to communicate meaning in a compact image that might 

otherwise require more explanation to relate. 

Dead metaphors are valid forms of communication even 

though they are not recognized as metaphoric and do not neces

sarily express original, creative thought. Initially they were 

original insights, and it is their repeated and accepted use 

that renders them idiomatic in our language. Most of the 

Metaphors of Perception used to express abstract meaning can 
-probably be considered "dead" linguistically because they are 

used so frequently and require little metaphoric interpreta

tion when they are heard. Their meanings seem self-evident 

and their metaphorical effects are regarded as intuitively 

obvious to their users. But they do continue to offer gra

phic illustrations of notional meaning. Brown explains that 

a metaphor is dead when there is no longer any consideration 

of its metaphorical origins. It is accepted as a linguistic 

unit because it is not any longer incongruous upon its first 

reading. Brown explains, "A metaphor lives in language so 

long as it causes a word to appear in improbable contexts, 

the word suggesting one reference, the context another .••• 

When the word becomes as familiar in its new context as in 

its old, the metaphor dies. 1163 In his discussion of meta

phor in Language in Thought and Action, S. I. Hayakawa says, 

So Useful that they often pass into the langu"Metaphors are 

1 bulary Metaphor is probably age as part of its regu ar voca · 

Of all the means by which language develops, the most important 
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changes, grows, and adapts itself to our changing needs . 

When metaphors are successful, they 'die,'--that is, they 

become so much a part of our regular language that we cease 

thinking of them as metaphors at a11. 11 64 It is interest

ing that he sees a dead metaphor as one which was "success

ful": a metaphor dies because it has been especially appro

priate. 

Some of the forerunners of psycholinguistics recognized 

the importance dead metaphors play in building language. Otto 

Jespersen, in Language, Its Nature and Development, also dis

cusses the use of dead metaphors in language: "In the course 

of ages a great many metaphors have lost their freshness and 

vividness so that nobody feels them to be metaphors any longer. 

But the better stocked a language is with those ex-metaphors 

which have become regular expressions for definite ideas, the 

less need there is for going out of one's way to find new 

' metaphors. 11 65 William Empson, in Seven Types of Ambiguity, 

discusses the role of dead metaphors in our language: "All 

languages are composed of dead metaphors as the soil of 

corpses, but English is perhaps uniquely full of metaphors of 

this sort, which are not dead, but sleeping, and, while 

making a direct statement, colour it with an implied compari

son."66 Herbert Read echoes these thoughts about the 

· t f t phor in language and suggests that the use 1mpor ance o me a 

of metaphor in language is a reflection of cognitive 

" · the use of metaphor we have, indeed, 
processes: .. in 
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one of the main agents in the growth of intelligence. It has 

been a main agent too in the growth of language, most words 

and idioms being in the nature of dead metaphors. 11 67 

A study of words' etymologies reveals that many words' 

meanings are metaphorical extensions of an original mean~ng; 

often a current usage that denotes abstract meaning has grown 

out of a word that originally signified literal, physical 

meaning. We don't even consider the originai meaning when 

the word is used, so the ~etaphor "dies" as the new meaning 

is accepted in association with the word. When we observe 

how often this has happened in our language, we can appreci

ate to what a great extent the development of our language 

has been a result of a metaphorical process whereby words 

denoting physical meaning are extended to have figurative, 

non-physical meaning. Consider some illustrative examples. 

In our current vocabulary, the word "mettle" is a reference 

to a person's character and denotes "fortitude; natural vigor 

and ardour; courage; spirited, as ·horses." "Mettle" comes to 

us from Middle English, is a figuarative variant of "metal," 

and alludes to the fine metal of a sword. As the Oxford 

English Dictionary explains, 'mettle' was "originally the 

same word as 'metal' of which 'mettle' was a variant spelling 

used indiscriminately in all senses. The senses explained 

· fi·gurat1·ve uses of 'metal' and developbelow are in origin 

they are so remote from the literal sense ments of these, but 
·t has long been lost." 68 

that the consciousness of the identi Y 
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An early example of the word's use offered by the OED is from 

Shakespeare's Henry IV, 11. 1·v. 13.· "A Corinthian, a lad of 

mettle." Another example comes to us -from Latin; in current 

usage, the word "exuberence" means "full of unrestrained high 

spirits; lavish; profuse." The Latin origin, "exuberare," 

- means "to overflow" and 1· s assoc1· ated with "uber," which means 

"udder." To Ancient Romans, an exuberant person figuratively 

resembled ''overflowing udders." Consider the metaphorical 

extensions and meanings we have in our language today for the 

Latin root "spirare," which means "to breathe": aspire, 

ins pi re, expire, conspire, and their cognates. "Reflect" has 

been extended from the original meaning of "bending light," 

as in a mirror, to metaphorically bend~ng back one's thoughts. 

By metaphorical extension, a "threshold" is not only the 

stone or plank under a door, but also a point of beginning, 

and "table" no longer means just a horizontal board or slab, 

but also "to postpone." "Dead" though they may be, these 

metaphors which have as their base literal, physical meaning 

now possess vibrant, effective acquired meaning which tran

scends the physical. Indeed, if we accept Black's proposal 

that metaphor can itself "create the similarity," and consi

der how dependent our language is upon metaphor, we can appre-

function to sha~e and direct our very ciate how metaphor can 

l ·t Expressing ourselves through metaphor perception of rea 1 Y· 
• 1 broaden and simplify meaning as it offers can simultaneous Y 

reference that augment our understanding as 
new categories of 

we communicate. 



Chapter IV 

SPATIAL METAPHORS 

If we examine how we apply the idea of sight and its 

forms in our language, we will discover to what a great extent 

we express meaning in terms of sense perceptions of our 

physical environment. Or rephrased, "If we take~ look at 

how we apply sight • we will see to what a great extent 

we view meaning in terms of. II Even the word "perceive" 

implies physical experience: the Latin root, "percipere," 

means "to take possession of, ·seize, get, obtain, receive, 

gather, and collect" as well as figuratively "to apprehend 

w.i th the mind or senses. 116 9 We are at first physical beings 

inhabiting a physical environment, a "Mundane Universe," as 

William Blake might say. We are limited by time, space, and 

corporeal existence and the material nature of our environ

ment. Our first experiences and perceptions are in the physi

cal, sensible realm. It is only natural that we depend on 

that common experience of physical reference as we express 

meaning in language. Of course not all our experiences are 

identical and we perceive stimuli from our environment uniquely. 

In this vein, we have already discussed the possibility of 

cultural relativity as it might apply to perceptions of 

reality through language. But because man's experiences at 

the most basic level are physical and based on sensory percep-

t th foundat ion upon which language is built, ion, these are e 

40 
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and the experiences we hold in common are held up for compari-

son with non-sensible ideas metaphorically in an ~ttempt toward 

more simplified and more successful communication. The assump

tion is that language that denotes physical, literal referents 

is more easily conceived and thus simpler, requiring the least 

amount of effort. We tend to express abstract ideas that have 

no literal grounding in physical experience in terms of sense 

perception and thereby create and use Metaphors of Perception. 

When we consider our physical environment, our attention 

is first directed to things of substance, tangible objects 

that can be seen and touched, objects which take up space. 

Spatial Metaphors are Metaphors of Perception that allow us 

to express notional, ideational meaning through words which 

ordinarily denote physical, three-dimensional objects and 

situations that occupy space. Expressing the abstract refer

ent through a Spatial Metaphor gives our mind's eye a graphic 

illustration of the meaning. For example, the f ollowing are 

instances of Spatial Metaphors: a block of instruction; 

haywire ideas; heaps of praise; the br i nk of disaster; the 

path to success. 

Spatial Metaphors can assume all the different parts of 

speech but usually originate as nouns whi ch name physical 

objects and conditions. Haywire was originally wire used to 

bind bales of hay and therefore the word is a noun. But its 

h h r d lineament made it appropriate for metatangled and ap aza 

h . 1 . ti·on as an adjective that describes anything p or1cal app 1ca . 
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that is confused and snarled. "H f eaps o praise," usually a 

noun which in this instance acts as an adjective, could also 

be used in a verb form, as in "heaping praise." The brim of 

a cup, a noun, could assume the verb form in the metaphor 

"brimming over with pride" (pride is figuratively represented 

as a liquid substance in the metaphor). Likewise, the fol

lowing examples of metaphor evoke physical images that ori

ginate from spatial objects: "your intentions are disguised 

(clothed, dressed) in the conventions of respectability"; 

"bridge the disparity of opinion"; "curtain off your private 

thoughts." Whatever the part of speech the vehicle, or pre

dicate, of the metaphor assumes, however, the image conveys a 

physical quality or condition that originates from the nomi

native form of the word and evokes a physical image. 

In most metaphors that occur in the normal flow of lan

guage, as in the previous examples, the metaphor is implicit; 

that is, the'tenor, or subject of the metaphorical construct 

is implied, or understood. The vehicle, or predicate, stands 

by itself and elicits a physical image that aids in the com

prehension of an abstract condition. One can supply the 

probable implied tenor and construct the two part metaphor. 

For instance, "this block of instruction" describes the parti

cular organization of the instruction as a unit as it relates 

to a larger program of study. We could construct the two 

part metaphor by filling in the tenor: "the organization 

(tenor) is a block (vehicle)." Or by applying the test of the 

Theory Of Metaphor, we could reduce the metaphor Substitution 
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to a simile: " the organization (of the instruction) is like a 

block." This particular metaphor is probably a member of a 

more encompassing system of metaphorical concept based on 

Lakoff and Johnson's Structural Metaphor process in which the 

larger concept is "education is a building." Throughout one's 

career as a student, the goal is to "build" an education. 

Rudimentary skills are the "foundation," individual courses 

are the "blocks" from which the "walls" are built, and elec

tives might be considered embellishments such as "gables" and 

"cornices." The "education is a building" concept is just one 

of the possible metaphors we could use in discussing education. 

We form Metaphors of Perception, especially Spatial Meta

phors, because the tenor and vehicle of a metaphor share like 

attributes. Some characteristics of the tenor, which is the 

abstract referent, are comparable to some particular salient, 

or outstanding, characteristics of the vehicle, the term which 

usually signifies a physically perceivable ob j ect or condi

tion. The attributes of the abstract meaning are more easily 

understood when they are compared with the similar attributes 

of the term representing the physical meaning. Visualizing 

the attributes as physical images is what allows greater com-

prehension. 

Spatial Metaphors rely on our ability to see abstract 

• ui'th form and structure. Some particular meanings as images~ 

also figuratively characterizes the aspect of the form 

abstract referent. For instance, a "network" in the literal 

Sys tem of interconnecting lines such as 
physical sense is a 
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threads, cables , ropes, filame nts, pipes, etc. The word is 

also ext ended figu ratively to mean any 
interconnecting system 

or pattern, even though the connecting elements are not tan-

gible objects, such as a network of cri' me , a network of sup-
port (social), or a network of lies. 

Many Spatial Metaphors are common and simple to under

stand. Their repeated use renders them dead metaphors. The 

like attributes are fairly self-evident. "He doesn't have a 

leg to stand on" compares logic or evidence to "legs" that 

support a claim, that hold it up as credible. "Can you lend 

me a hand?" is a process of metaphorical meto_nymy whereby 

assistance that is rendered manually is represented by the 

hand. But as the metaphor is extended, the image of the help

ing hand is intended to represent all forms of assistance, not 

just help involving manual work. 

Other Spatial Metaphors are more novel and complex but 

at the same time facilitate understanding by offering visual, 

structural reference for comparison. A "deluge" is origi-

nally a torrential downpour or flood of rain but can be extended 

to mean metaphorically anything which overwhelms, as a flood 

would, surrounding one on all sides (in every respect) and 

· h' (keepi·ng him from attending to desired, sweeping im away 

normal tasks). A computer systems company recently aired a 

television commercial that capitalized on this image liter-

f . ,Jorkers were overcome and swept down ally applied as of ice w 

hallways by a flood of unmanageable paperwork. 
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Spatial Metaphors can delineate the meaning of an abstract 

refe r ent by comparing like attributes of quality, quantity, 

and place shared by the referent and the term as it is ordin

arily applied to a physical referent. The term "align" applied 

literally to physical objects simply means "to arrange in a 

line" or "to straighten." The word is applied figuratively 

to describe agreement, as agreement is viewed as opinions 

that are "in line" with one another. And so by metaphorical 

extension, to align also means to ally one's self with a par

ticular side of an argument or cause, as in the term "aligned 

nations." Many terms which describe abstract ideas and 

relationships originate from physically perceivable objects 

that have qualities that can be transposed onto the abstract 

referent, as with "a circuitous (circle) argument," "my 

sphere (ball) of experience," or "delineate (a drawing or 

outline) the problem," for example. 

"Deluge" is a Spatial Metaphor that compares its meaning 

with anything that overcomes and overwhelms, as water can. 

Its overflowing quantity is the primary image conveyed. Another 

example of a Spatial Metaphor that is used to signify an 

extent l·s the word "world," as in "It abstract quantity or 

did her a world of good." Since in our experience the world 

is not only very large, but also all encompassing, it is used 

t d to tality One might also say, to emphasize grea ness an · 

t " "Lot" or "a lot," as it is "Their ideas are worlds apar • 

commonly used n~w to mean "a large amount, number, and very 



much" is a Spatial Metaphor t hat gre..., 
w out of the meaning of 

"lo t " as one ' s share or portion of an inheritance or di vine 

fortune, and l ater, a plot of land or a grouped quantity of 

goods or articles. The original meanings are not even con

sc i ously considered now when "lot" is used to mean "much." 
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And many people consider "a lot" one word, as evidenced by 

student writing. Perhaps the future will see "a lot" as one 

word (alot) as its perception as such persists. Other examples 

of Spatial Metaphors that lend physical image to quantity and 

degree that is not necessarily of a physical nature are: 

heaps, loads, mountain, ocean (anything large, as in "an 

ocean of woes"), stacks, multitude, atomize, shred (of 

evidence), dwarf (anything small, as in "His grief dwarfed my 

woes."), microcosmic, etc. 

Saying "steps to success," or "the path to success," 

designs a mental image for us in whic~ success as a goal is a 

place to be reached. The prescribed efforts made toward 

achieving that goal form a route that is followed by accomp

lishing certain tasks, each one represented by a step. Another 

Spatial Metaphor that frames an abstract idea as a place or 

location is the term "heart" used for the ideas "central" or 

"main," as in "the heart of the matter," or "attack the 

problem at its heart." In the body the organ is located in 

the center and is considered the primary means by which we 

By extension, the heart is also considered are kept alive. 

the seat of strong emotions such as love, grief, loyalty, 



sincerity, fear, hope, etc d · •, an is considered where the 

spirit or soul dwells. And so the heart of a thing is its 

most central and supporting part. Other Spatial Metaphors 

that designate place or location to otherwise abstract con-
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cepts are: "on the edge of a discovery"; "on the brink of in-
insanity"; II • t mains ream America"; and "at the height of his 
career. II Lakoff and Johnson discuss how abstract meaning is 

assigned directional and locational significance in their 

discussion of "orientational metaphors." They explain how in 

one system of metaphorical concept, good is up and bad is 

down. And so we have representing this particular associa

tion examples such as: "It's the pits"; "in a rut"; "down in 

the dumps"; "high minded"; "on!££ of things"; "above and 

beyond the rest"; etc. The description and conception of a 

certain condition are related as a place in a physical environ

ment. Insofar as time is also considered in terms of physi

cal location and place as a linear model, many Spatial Meta

phors express conditions and relationships of abstract 

referents as points in time that tell us "when." We say, for 

example, "the eve of destruction," "the twilight of life (or 

evening, morning, etc.), and further extended, "the now 

generation'' (modern, up to date), and "embryonic stages of 

research" (combining the ideas of early, undeveloped, and 

potential). People often offer definitions and explanation 

· "Symbiosis is when two organisms as "when" propositions: 

depend on each other. • 
II Many prepositions help create 
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Spatial Metaphors that express non-physical, notional condi-

tions and states in terms of physical location. The opera

tive words work together with the preposition to create the 

image of "where" as a scenario: "-2.!! the fence" (ambivalence); 

"~ of his mind" (insanity); "~·the creek" (in trouble); 

"called on the carpet" (held accountable); and "happiness is 

around the corner" (imminent). 

Seeing meaning as images in our minds, picture thinking, 

is what Spatial Metaphors allow us to do as we use them in 

our language. A familiar form represents a complicated idea 

and we have an imagistic "for instance." 



Chapter V 

PROCESS METAPHORS 

Process Metaphors treat abstract ideas as objects that 

can interact and relate to one another and the environment in 

a physical context or they compare notional relationship and 

process to physical action usually performed by physical 

objects. Process Metaphors allow ideas to be acted upon or 

to act so that their performances can be staged in the mind's 

eye. The action is improbable in a literal sense and is usu

ally action that is observed among tangible players. Some 

examples of Process Metaphors are: "elevate your standards"; 

"a sweeping statement"; drop the subject"; and "the answer 

lies in research.'' 

The metaphor in a Process Metaphor is usually implicit; 

that is, the vehicle of the metaphorical construct is under

stood and implied by the action or activity. For instance, 

in the metaphor "a sweeping statement," the basic metaphor is 

"a statement is a broom," or as a simile, "the statement is 

like a broom." Adding the qualifying activity closes the 

simile: 11 a statement is like a broom as it sweeps." By 

dropping the vehicle of the metaphor we have "a statement 

sweeps," or "a sweeping statement." The listener may or may 

broom When the action of sweeping is imagined, not envision a 
· is the sweeping motion, meta-since the emphasis in meaning 

itself, and sweeping motion can be phorically, not the broom 
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performed by other objects as well. 

with the sweeping of a broom because 
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The statement is compared 

as a broom reaches out 

over a broad expanse to gather up particles in one inclusive, 

continuous motion, so a "sweeping" statement ·makes one compre

hensive conclusion or commentary about various considerations 

over a broad range. The phrase "a sweeping statement" offers 

us a tight, conc,entrated expression that relays an image that 

communicates all this meaning in one instant. 

Like Spatial Metaphors, Process Metaphors can also assume 

the various parts of speech, but they usually appear as verbs 

or adjectives. Many Process Metaphors are used as transitive 

verbs. Situations, conditions, and ideas--meanings that are 

without literal physical basis--are considered physical, 

tangible objects upon which action can be applied. These refer

ents "receive" the action of these verbs as their objects as 

they are implicitly compared with other more familiar phy-

sical referents that usually receive action physically. In 

many cases, the combination is used with such fac i lity and is 

so familiar in our speech, the metaphor is hardly recogniz

able. For instance, the Process Metaphor "find a solution" 

treats "solution" as an object such as a button or a shoe 

that can be sought and discovered; the metaphor "understand-

1 l·nferred as we could similarly state ing is sight" is a so 

· " or "di· scover a solution." "Solution" "look for a solution 

ht be acquired or viewed. is treated as an object ta can 

t h that function as transi-Other examples of Process Me ap ors 

"spend time"; or "spend talents" ( time and tive verbs are: _ 
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talent are regarded as commodities such as money); "weave a 

story" (the elements of the story are likened to the inter

lacing threads of cloth); "radiate joy" ( joy is likened to 

warmth and light, as from the sun); "defeat the purpose" (the 

purpose is like a contender in a con eat bet een goals and 

obstacles). In instances of Process ea o s sch t ese 

examples, the verb implies the 

virtue of its part icular en 

of process or action, n e 

abst r act referent 1 a o c . 

Some Process 

of a verb re ppl1 o 

on an 1m ge o c on 

"for ge" i s us 1 a 

with foo " o r 

substitut e th ob c 

a II new s " n 

is 1mpl c tl co 

me nin o " o 

aasoci t t 

ture" chil e , o 
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Some Process Metaphors that appear as verbs occur as a 

result of the personification of abstract referents. The 

referents become capable of performing themselves as they are 

regarded as entities. Again, the specific verb chosen implies 

the metaphor with whic h the referent is compared by virtue of 

its particular mean ing . For example, in the sentence "Effort 

bears results," the Process etaphor nbearen co pares efforts 

to a pregnant female, and the res la re e b 

"effort" might be a tree an n es 8 

"Effort" is personi fied as 80 eon o 8 0 

exerting action itse P oc 88 

abstract r eferents c n occ 

temper" personi 

through the use o t 

of Proc ess et pho 

abstract referent s p so n 

II• 

' 
9 "inflation robs 

"the facts s e 0 e s 

otic e that int e ex 

cess etaphor is not 

phorical construction 

se 
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0 8 

9 8 

08 
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that can be spent"; "joy is like the sun as it radiates 

warmth and light"·, "op1· n1· 0 ns are like children that need 

nurturing"; "facts l'k _ are 1 e witnesses who speak." When the 
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abstract, intangible referents (time, joy, opinions, facts) 

are compared with perceivable, tangible objects (money, sun, 

children, witnesses, respectively) through verbs that describe 

familiar processes, we are able to conceptualize them and 

What t hey "do" as 1·mages that 11 b a ow us etter understanding. 

Up to this point we have discussed Process Metaphors as 

verbs and adjectives that treat abstract referents as objects 

(both literally and grammatically) and imply the metaphorical 

comparison through their particular denotative and connota

tive meanings. A Process Metaphor can also function as the 

abstract referent itself and can be the vehicle in the two 

part metaphorical construction. The process as the abstract 

referent itself is compared through metaphor to a more fami

liar, observable activity in a physical setting. Although 

the action might be upon an object, or_ an abstract notion 

treated as a tangible object, the metaphor is not an attempt 

to describe the object, but rather, the "action" done to it. 

For example, the Process Metaphor "to stir up an argument" is 

t On the Sl' milarity of an argument to a not so much a commen ary 

Of Some kl.nd as it is an attempt to describe more fluid medium 

and graphically the method or process by which specifically 

the argument is started. Verbal taunts and confrontations 
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ar e catalysts that stimulate antagonism and arouse animat ed 
exchange j ust as st i rring is t a ca alyst that creates movement 

and mixture in a physical medium. I nan argument, accusations, 

threats , denials, and so forth are exchanged at a fast pace 

among the participants, and this activity resembles the whirl

ing motion accomplished by stirring a liquid. The previous 

example "a sweeping statement" is another example of an abstract 

characteristic or process compared metaphorically with a more 

familiar motion that can be physically observed. Saying "cut 

him out of the will" gives us a graphic image for the abstract 

meaning "exclude" or "eliminate." The will is treated as a 

physical material that can be cut, but the thrust of the 

metaphor is not in describing the will as a material such as 

fabric or paper, but, rather, in the action that "cut" itself 

represents. A "blooming interest" metaphorically likens 

interest to a flower that is opening; it is the process of 

developing and becoming that is comparable in both the inter

est and the flower. Other examples of Process Metaphors that 

compare abstract process and relationship to a more familiar, 

physically based action are: "stifle the imagination," 

attempt," "drop the subJ' ect," "churn out ideas," "blow the 

k the Problem," "sift through the "close the meeting," "attac 

paperwork." The image evoked is a particular activity used 

,J1· th a literally improbable object. in con j unction .. 
The action 

and the tenor is absent and is the veh icle of the metaphor, 

tacitly understood. 
With some creativity we can provide the 
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usual term that is being stated 

metaphorically by the vehicle, 

and thus construct the two part closed simile model: "suppres-

sing the imagination is like stifling one's breath"; "produc

ing answers is like churning butter out of milk"; "destroying 

is like blowing something up"; "discontinuing is like dropping 

something, in that you no longer have it"; "an end is like 

closing a container so that the contents are no longer acces

sible"; and so forth. 

As physical beings we tend to express processes and rela

tionships in terms that use our own bodily existence as the 

relative reference. Things, both material and abstract, are 

dealt with as objects that can be acquired and possessed or 

places that can be travelled to and overtaken. The acquiring 

and possessing and the travelling and overtaking are figura

tive images that are substituted for more complex and abstract 

processes. By describing processes and relationships in terms 

of what a body can do, we offer ourselves a more commonly 

understood picture of what is "happening." Things are taken 

and given, had and gotten: "take that into consideration"; 

1 k th· ser1· ously".•, "g1· ve me a reason"·, "take a chance"; 'ta e 1s 

· t " "h ve an 1· nfluence" ·, "give it some thought"; "have p1 Y ; _a_ 

"~ the idea"; "~ revenge." Other ideas and things are 

treated as destinations, and processes or relationships are 

h ce and time, travel from one expressed as movement throug spa 

point to another. 

"pursue a career"; 

For instance, we "arrive at a conclusion"; 

"achieve recognition"; "withdraw into 



anonymity"; "comet o an understanding"; "are driven to dis-
traction." Ideas are b · t 0 Jee s that traverse a distance and 

move in particular ways through space: "rumors circulate"; 

attention spans" (across time); "checks bounce" (back); 

"feelings are transferred"; "a disease~ its course." 
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Some processes are given directional significance in their 

"movement," reminiscent of Lakoff and Johnson's "orienta

tional metaphors" of concept systematicity, such as "good is 

up" and "bad is down," or "more is better" and "less is worse , " 

and so forth. For example, we "elevate our standards"; 

"raise our consciousness"; "lower our expec t ati ons"; "si nk 

into a depression." 

Along these lines of metaphori cal proc ess as t r ave l or 

movement through space, our language depends heavi l y upon the 

figurative concept of "going, " of moving through space f rom 

one point (state, condition) t o another as a process . We "~ 

crazy"; "£2. ahead with a pl an"; ".8..£ i nto a coma . " Other 

forms of the word "go" are used : "the song goes like thi s "; 

"she went without food"; " t hey' r e going through a rough 

time"; "they're going steady . " Time i s viewed as a linear 

distance that we travel as we express the future as "going 

to" ("gonna") events paired with the i nfinitive form of a 

word: ,., r 1·te a letter t omorrow" ; "are you goi ng "I'm going to .. 

to be there?"; t t angry II Ev en languages "she's go ing~ ~ · 

h specifi c future conjugatio ns f or other than English that ave 
" · 11 " as Engli sh does ) exp erience 

verbs (and don't rely on wi , 
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the "going to" expression of the future. In Spani sh a sp_eak-

er need not memorize all the futu r e tense fo rms of ve rbs; he 

need simply know the present tense f orm f or "to go" i n each 

person and the infinitive form of t he verb : "yo voy a comer 

(I'm going to eat)," Ella ~ a contar" (she is going t o 

sing), "nosotros vamo s a habl a r" (we ar e going total) . 

Many preposit i ons can be cons i dered Process etap o a because 

they desc r i be a nd speci fy r elationshi sin te a o p ocess 

or action t hat has physi cal basis . e e 8 co 8 er 

th e mea ni ngs of pr epositions , e p 0 8 e ho 

physical objects r elate to one 0 9 on-

ment . The spec ific prepoei 0 8 8 

of objec t s to one a nothe n 0 8 0 0 

they move in r elation to 0 0 

Preposit i ons de note i C on 

f or e imply and epeci 0 

a r e call ed " f unction 0 

ot i onal meanings e 0 8 0 

subs t a nce as we iecues g e 8 

vi s ua l r eference . or ex e 

as we 1wou ld wi n our e · 8 

our compr ehension" li e n o e g as 

e e 8 8 g 
"de lvin into the myste ' e 

e o 8 8 ce ; 
th e mi ddle of the un no n 

e" g e g s 
"cont r ov e r sy a r oun an iss 
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Prepositions as Process Metaphors do not directly name the 

action going on, they describe it in terms of physical motion 

and station. Herein lies the conf usion over whether preposi

tions are really adverbs or merely connectors of verbs and 

substantives: they specify how and where as well as i dentify 

relationships. 

Using Process Metaphors is our attempt i n language to 

transfer our perceptions of activity, motion, and relat ion

ship as physically based events to non- physical r ealms of 

thought. Many of the f i gurative applications of these Process 

Metaphors are rega rd ed as instances of dead or hidden metaphor, 

while others can sti ll be rich, novel comparisons that lead 

us to spec ial, appropriate insights . In either case, using 

metaphors of mat e r iality for abstract referents allows us 

better unders tanding and communication as we refer to our 

common experienc es of physical perception . 



Chapter VI 

~ENSORY METAPHORS 

Metaphors of Perception include not only our observa

tions of an objective reality as it is represented in tan

gible objects, action, and relationships among objects, but 

also our perceptions of our environment through the human 

senses. Of course we use our senses, especially those of 

sight and touch, when we perceive the existence of an object 

or some action it performs as it fills space, such as a tree 

dropping its leaves. But after we recognize it as a form of 

substance, we begin to perceive other qualities that charac

terize the object through our other senses: the bark is 

rough, the leaves are varicolored, the smell is woodsy, the 

leaves rustle in the wind. We no longer merely observe the 

existence of a material object as a form and its movement, we 

interpret aesthetic qualities and conditions of the object 

through sense perception; we make interpretive judgements. 

Since sense perception is individualized and interpretive, it 

is creative and emotive. Sense perception is one of the 

richest sources for novel, evocative metaphor. Sensory 

Metaphors are Metaphors of Perception that express abstract, 

notional meaning in terms of sensory experience, or they 

identify one sensory experience synaesthetically in terms of 

another sensory experience. 
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Sensory Metaphors are successful and compelling because 

they allow us to "feel" v· · 1car1ously the meaning of an idea 

that might otherwise be expressed through prosaic explica-

tion. The strength of a Sensory Metaphor usually lies in the 

prominence, or saliency, of a particular notionally similar 

attribute shared by the abstract concept and a sensory experi

ence. Sensory Metaphors join the abstract with the sensual. 

A rigid, unyielding, unresponsive person is descr i bed as 

"cold" because extreme cold has these eff ec ts on physical 

objects, especially living t hings; a nd fu r ther extended , 

death is aligned with t he idea of coldness . The foll owing 

are examples of Sensory Met apho r s : "an icy stare , " "a t hunder 

clap," "screaming red, " "a sticky situation , " "delicious 

gossip." Sensations perc eived through the h an senses are 

used to describe condit i ons and ualities that do not lite r

ally possess the part i cular sensory trait . Osing Senso ry 

Metaphors allows us t o rely on our co men physical experien

tial base for commun i cation . 

As Ro ger Brown explains in his discussion in" etaphor 

in the Vocabulary of Sens ation, " vords are used to name sensa-

th ar e Us ed to name abstract, psychological tions before ey 

qualities. Naming sensations occu rs earlier in man ' s history 

as well as earlier in a child ' s acquisition o 
10 

than naming abstract qualities and concepts . 

vocabu ary 

Since a 

1 the meaning of "hot!", child learns and appreciates very ear y 

. . required to l ik ev ise understand t hat Mommy 
little analysis 1s 
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"hot" t has a emper, even though she is not hot to the touch, 

as the meaning of "hot" was originally understood. 

Especially with the use of Sensory Metaphors in language, 

psycholinguists suggest that little objective anal ysis goes 

on in understanding the metapho r ; rathe r , th e und ers tanding 

is instantaneous; there is a f lash of r ecogniti on of t he 

saliency of the like attr i butes . The meaning is understood 

and the appropriatenes s of the metaphor is appreciated 

through a Gestalt experience . In the normal flow of langua e, 

little logi cal analysis is required a.a we apply sensory experi -

ence to abstrac t co ncept ; this phenomenon is ates ent to 

the extensi ve degree to which ours ate S 0 tho b are depen-

dent on and relative to our n t r e 8 p ys cal bei gs . 0 

cours e , Spat ial Metaphors and Process e 0 8 C be pro-

ducts of Gestalt realiz tions el 
' 

b 0 e 
' 

log ca 

explana t i on is more appar ent . eneo y ea hos e y more 

connotati ve, emotive association a e o a s r ct 

idea, and it is these associ ations ta gi e ensory 

phors their appeal and power . 

ea-

t e d erent 

on 

Senso ry Metaphors origina e fro 

Tacti le sensations are eepec a 1 senses. er 1 e or eta-

they incor o a e so a y va e phori c appli cation because 

tactile expe rie nc es . any meanings are escr inters of 

cold a nd heat : "his~ reply" "sexua ' • 1· y I II rta rig1 _ 

ion," "boiling heated debate'" "a ~ topic' .. "a war rece 
and du lness, as of a blade 

mad." The qual iti es of sharpness 
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or point , are extended t 

o mean relative acuteness or intensity: 
"a sharp pain , " "sharp che " 

- ese, "sharp criticism," "a sharp 
blo,.,," "a s harp · d " , " - min, 'a dull mind" - , "a~ movie," "a dull 
Color . " Roughn d ess an smoothness and t heir cognates reach 

across the realm of physical quality to describe notional 

meaning: "an abrasive manner," "having a rough time," "a 

smooth operator," "a coarse vers 1· on of the story," "a smooth 

transition," "velvet touch" (d1'plomacy). "Hard" ( solid and 

difficult to penetrate) and "soft" (smooth and yielding) are 

extended to denote metaphorically the ideas of difficulty and 

easiness: "hard times," "a hard test," "hard to do," "an old 

softy," "a soft job"; or the qualities of relative rigidity or 

severity, figuratively: "hard hearted" "a hard boiled -- , 
character," "you're too hard on him" "a hard look at the -- , 
problem," "soft hearted," "I'm soft on him" (affection), "soft 

language." Dryness, wetness, oiliness, stickiness, and so 

forth are also tactile sensations and conditions that are 

extended to have notional meanings that describe abstract 

concepts: "you' re all wet; ~ up" (you' re wrong, so readjust 

your attitude), "a~ sense of humor," "a sticky problem," 

"you gummed it up" ( ruined it), "an oily character." There 

are many other categories of tactile sensations used to express 

and describe notional meaning in language. Every tactile 

d has Probably been used in some way to s ensation experience 

h · al meaning from the perverse express a non-literal, non-p ysic ' 

• t · ") to the sublime 
( " take th i s j ob and shove 1 • • • • 
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( "the warmth of you r love"). Th 

roughout literature man has 
delighted i n making scatological r f 

e erence, and expressing 
hims elf i n language throu h g use of tactile experience as a 

living, feeling body likewise comes naturally. 

The other senses provide Sensory Metaphors as well. The 

sense of taste and its different interpretations are compared 

with ideas to indicate relative severity and mildness, good

ness and badness, strength and weakness, and the like: "a 

bitter reply," "a sweet gesture ("Sweet" connotes nice, cute, 

adorable, loved, etc. in a wide variety of uses, such as "a 

sweet song," "a sweet dress," "a sweet baby," "I I m sweet on 

him," or it can mean "satisfying," as in "revenge is sweet" 

or "sweet relief."), "a sour disposition," "acid tongued 

criticism," "stale news," "a fresh idea," "a spicy novel," "a 

bland attempt," "a pungent image. 11 Tasting as a process and 

the particular ways of tasting and activities and descrip

tions surrounding tasting are extended to express and describe 

notional meaning: "savor the moment," "an unsavory charac

ter," "relish the thought" ("I eat my hot dog with relish with 

relish"), "delicious gossip," "he flavors his speech with 

expletives," "a palatable suggestion," "that comment smacks of 

:racism." 

The olfactory, aural, · and visual realms of sense percep-

tion a r e also sources for Sensory Metaphors. From the sense 

re.lated to the sense of taste, we have of smell, closely 
"1·t stinks" (something that is unjust and 

metaphor s such as 



wrong) or "sniff it out" and "I, t 
m on o your scent" (as a 
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bl oodhound detects a criminal). We assign meaning other than 

the literal to what we hear•. "M t 
o her buzzes around the house 

doing her chores," "the dirty car begs to be washed," "a 

weedy garden clamors for attention," "a cadence of books 

lined up on the shelf," "to trumpet an ideology," "to harken 

to the warning signals of cancer," "tone down your criti

cism," "to sing praises of his administration." Visual per

ceptions that are extended to have figurative meaning in them

selves occur most often as qualities assigned to colors and 

the symbolism assigned to dark and light. Emotions are 

described as particular colors. Melancholia is "a blue mood," 

and melancholy music is "The Blues," we are "green with envy," 

"tickled pink," and "love is a red, red rose." In our culture, 

tradition and literature associate good, life, happiness, and 

celebration with the color white, while evil, death, despair, 

and grief are associated with the color black. Innocent 

brides wear white, grieving widows wear black; the good guy 

wears the white hat, the bad guy the black; morning bright

ness symbolizes rebirth, hope, truth, and cleanliness, while 

night shadows cloak mystery, magic, and treacher!. White can 

also mean death, however, as it is the absence of the color 

of life. · associated with light and dark Many of the images 

rded as cliche. The associaare so commonplace they are rega 

· of light and dark are evident in ted metaphorical meanings 

b Comparl. son," "his face darkened," 
"1· t pales Y our language: _ 
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"obscure meaning," "the dark s 1· de f Th 

_ o e Force," "I am the 

Light and the way," "snowy (unsullied) breast." 

The visual sense is especially conducive to the process 

of synaesthesia, whereby notions involving two senses are 

combined: one sense is described in terms of another sense. 

People attribute colors to various sounds: rich, base tones 

are described as brown; brassy, squealing notes are red; and 

the high tinkling of bells is s ilver. Li kewi se, images are 

assigned to musical composit i ons. Prokofi ev' s "Pet er and the 

Wolf" and Disney's "Fantas ia" are exerc ises in personifyi ng 

music and assigning visual images to particular sounds. Such 

a process is interp r etive and c reative , and therefore un i quely 

personal, but the val i dity and credence of communicating in 

such a way are confi r med by the audience's ability to empathize 

with the suggested comparison and derive the intended meaning . 

"Dark velvet s i lenc e" and "blinding noise" are examples of 

synaesthetic Sensory Me t aphors that attribute tactile and 

visual sensation to s ound . 

In our language we r ely on synaesthetic expressions to 

convey descriptive i deas, such as : "a cacophany of colors," 

Colo r s, " "loud colors , " "screaming red," "a symphony of 

"splashed with colo r ." 

and described as sound s. 

These are examples of colors expressed 

Colors are also experienced as 

tactile sensat ions: 

"warm brown." 

11 1· cy blue," "cool blue , " "hot pink , " 
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The quality of prettiness . 

ls usually considered one 

which is perceived and judged through the sense of sight, but 
the smell of perfume can be desc~i·bed as 

L "pretty." It is 

also described as heavy, light, soft, o~ d 
L ry, adjectives 

usually associated with other senses. L ikewise, the cosmetic 

industry would have us associate all kinds of images with 

particular scents through advertising, in hopes our desire to 

be associated with a particular image will pr ompt us to pur

chase its product. Fragrances are desc r ibed i n nebulous and 

interpretive terms such as "femini ne, " "masculi ne , " "sexy ," 

"romantic," "rugged," "sophist i cat ed ," and so f orth . Yet we 

do tend to accept the associ at i ons of smells with other sets 

of experiences and images. 

When we use Senso ry Metaphors , physical qualities and 

conditions are described by wo rds which evoke pa ticular s en

sory images that allow us to understand the meaning more poi

gnantly. The stiking similarity advanced or implied empha

sizes the desired meaning intended in a concentrated image . 

Instead of saying that t he sun was shining on everything , we 

say, "The countryside was bathed in sunlight . " "Cool, f es h , 

d d · t · n us 1· ng sensory terms, but a mo e com-ry air" is a escr1p 10 

manding metapho r is "crisE air . " The term a "thunde clap" 

describes thunder onomat opoet ically and differentiates it 

f r om the booming, rumbl i ng t ype of t hund er . What man has 

a thundersto rm at some time i n his 
never stood in awe at 

life? so the phrases 
" d "t he "a thunde r of applaus e an 
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thunder of hooves" carry ·th 

wi th em the affective powers of 
excitement and perhaps a 1·t 1 tle subliminal fear that are asso-
ciated with our original d 

un erstanding of the word "thunder." 
"Silky water" evok · es images of sensuality and pleasure, while 

"slimy water" repul _ ses us and conjures images of stagnant 

swamps. Yet, the two terms may describe the same objective 

body of water. It is th ff t· ea ec 1ve, connotative associations 

we have for the sensory terms that determine the "meaning" 

that is conveyed and understood. 

In her essay "The Sensuous Metaphor," Joyce Armstrong 

Carroll discusses the metaphors that grow out of sense percep

tions and are used to express deep thoughts, feelings, and 

memories as physically sensed experiences. She writes that 

"the sensuous metaphor appears a curious symbolic projection 

which dips into sensory realms, cuts across sensory boundaries, 

and reunites sensations in synaesthetic ways to convey felt 

experiences, inward expressions. It is as if a feeling, so 

energy charged, cannot be expressed through conventional ways, 

so the mind ranges among the maximum intensities picking and 

choosing, not to match meaning with feelings, but to approxi-

mate them . if the desire to transform is intense enough, 

t h 11 71 The term "sensuous we rely on the sensuous me ap or. 

borro'·'ed from philosopher Susanne K. Langer. metaphor" is " 

t h ·mportance sense perception acknowledges and emphasizes e 1 

has in our process of forming metaphors to express meaning 

It 

• t with one anothe r more effectively. 
and attempt to commun1ca e 
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s. I. Hayakawa similarly recognizes the necessity of metaphor 

in our language: "Metaphors are not "o naments of discourse"; 

they are direct expressions of evaluations and a e bound to 

occur whenever we have st ong feelings to express. 11 72 Sensory 

Metaphors allow us to exp ess the meaning o a eferent in 

terms of the experiential base that we s a e, an t ey d aw 

on our affective feelings we associate it those physical 

experiences to elay meaning. 



Chapter VII 

MIXED-UP METAPHORS 

Using Metaphors of Perception does not always necessarily 

insure more simplified, effective communication. 
The listener 

must be adequately familiar with the meaning of the word used 

as the vehicle in the metaphor. A listener would not grasp 

the full intended meaning of the metaphor "the job market has 

careened toward the technical in the last decade" unless he 

understood that "careen" means not only some kind of movement, 

but, specifically, uncontrolled, rapid tilting or leaning. 

Likewise, the speaker must understand both the literal and 

implied meanings of a word in order to create a viable and 

effective metaphor and relay the intended meaning. That the 

speaker should himself correctly understand the words he uses 

might seem obvious, but the failure to use words correctly as 

metaphors is commonplace in our language and is the basis of 

much misstatement and therefore lack of effective communica

tion. 

Aside from simple ignorance of the vocabulary of language, 

dead h the biggest culprits that lead us metaphors are per aps 

into language misstatement and ineffectiveness. Dead meta-

phors cause us to construct inconsistent mixed metaphors, 

catachresis, and deceptive euphemisms. The outcome of these 

agal·nst language is confusing, ineffectual transgressions 

communication. Skl.llfully performed, language However, 

69 
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mi sstatement through ambiguity and malapropism can be the 

source of humor as well. 
And even more compellingly, the 

constructive use of metaphor in language can be the means of 

shaping the opinion of an audience as metaphor creates a new 

perception of reality. Our view of reality is relative to 

the images we use to symbolize and express it; as Max Black 

has stated, "the metaphor can create the similarity. 11 73 

William Empson warns us of the potential hazards of 

using the dead metaphors in our language in Seven Types of 

Ambiguity: "Among metaphors effective from several points of 

view one may include, by no great extension, those metaphors 

which are partly recognised as such and partly received 

simply as words in their acquired sense. All languages are 

composed of dead metaphors ••. which are not dead, but 

sleeping. • The school rule against mixed metaphor, 

which in itself is so powerful a weapon, is largely necessary 

because of the presence of these sleepers, who must be treat-

ed with respect; they are harder to use than either _plain 

word or metaphor because if you mixed them you must show you 

are conscious of their meaning, and are not merely being in-

. · · · f th 1 1174 For sensitive to the poss1b1l1t1es o e anguage. 

has the acquired meaning of "failing instance, "founder" 

Or breaking down" that grew out of the utterly, collapsing 
. , " d 

Vulgar Latin "fundorare" which meant "to submerge, s1nK an 

Wl.th ships, as we still use the word 
was used in association 

to denote "sink" in our language today. So to say 
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"foundering in the jungle of hight h 

ec nology" is to mix the 
incompatible metaphors of sinking· 

in water with getting lost 

in a jungle. A more metaphorically consistent statement 

might be "foundering in the rising tide of high technology," 

or "foundering in the swift current of high technology." 

Incidentally, because "founder" 1· s used more f requently in 

its acquired sense and no longer necessarily evokes an image 

of a sinking ship, and probably because of the similarity of 

their pronunciation, the words "founder" and "flounder" are 

often mistakenly used interchangeably. "Flounder" means "to 

move clumsily or awkwardly in confusion" and is perhaps a 

blend of the words "blunder" and "founder," as suggested by 

The American Heritage Dictionary. Because "founder" is now 

in many contexts a dead metaphor, that is, its use no longer 

summons compelling associations for the listener, and because 

the two words sound similar, the potential for misstatement 

and inexactness in expression exists. The listener must rely 

on the context of the statement to either confirm a proper 

use or correct an inaccurate use for him as he tries to deter

mine whether the subject being discussed is still "struggling 

d II k" Although not an extreme to stay afloat" or alrea Y sun· 

th two words creates a catachretic case, the confusion of ese 

misstatement of meaning. 

t Catachresis causes can result from 
The imprecision tha 

of the meaning of a word and an 
a speaker's misconception 
. ·t taphorical base. Of the impending war 
ignorance of 1 s me 
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between Great Britain and Al"gent· . 

- ina in 1982 over the Falkland 
Islands, a reporter Wl"ote "Th A . 

. - , e rgentine patriotic mood was 

tempered by its Memorial Day observances." 
In a story describ-

ing the chauvinistic demonstrations that were contributing to 

the escalating probability of war, the author could not have 

meant that the holiday had a moderating or mitigating effect 

on the popular stance. One can speculate upon two possible 

reasons for his erroneous use of the word "temper." Perhaps 

he was associating fire or heat with the meaning of "temper" 

since heat is used to blend, or temper, metals, in which case 

he could have more accurately written, "The fires of the Argen

tine patriotic mood were fanned by its Memorial Day observan

ces." Or perhaps he was associating the noun "temper," a 

state of mind or emotional disposition, with a fiery or hot 

mood, still alluding to the metaphorical base of the word 

"temper." In this case he might have built on the metaphor "a 

temper is a flame" and written, "Memorial Day observances 

· t· temper to flare." He could caused the Argentine patrio ic 

have subsequently extended the metaphors of heat, fire, and 

cooking throughout the remainder of the report. The misuse 

" · thi' s i·nstance resulted from a basic of the word "temper in 

to the exac t meaning of the word and its metaphoriinattention 

b generally correct associations with cal base, surrounded Y 

the word. 
" taphol" dies when As we have defined "dead metaphor' a me -

·l"ed meaning of a word or phrase 
we come to accept the acqui -
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and no longe r rega r d its met h . 

ap or1cal origins. Once we a r e no 
longe r conscious of amt h 

e ap orical comparison, the possibility 
fo r distortion of the d' 

wor s meaning, use, and even its form 

grows. Whether you say "You•~ 
' . e the spitting image of your 

father" or "You're th e splitting image of your father," your 

listeners are sure to understand your meaning: "You look like 

Your father." If people a~ k d ~ease which is the correct word 

for the cliche, "spitting" o:r "splitting," their :responses are 

pretty evenly divided. According to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, the phrase "the very spit ofJ' (circa 1825) meant, 

as the cliche does today, the exact image, likeness, or 

counterpart of a person. Later the word "image" was added and 

the phrase became "the very spit and image of" (circa 1895). 

Through usage the phrase became "the spit and image of," 

pronounced as "the spit an' image of. 11 The simila:ri ty of 

sound renders our current dialectal cliche that boasts the 

participle: "the spi ttin' image of." The original expression 

was probably a metaphorically scatological reference to the 

notion that a part can reflect the whole. A comparable 

modern day image might be that of cloning, wherein a small part 

from the whole donor is used to grow an exact copy of the 

But those who use the phrase "properly," that is, original. 

" rather than "the spli ttin' image, 
11 

"the spittin' image -

pr obably do so without conscious reference to its meta-

and t he listener likewise accepts and under
phorical meaning, 

· ,., 1·thout ~eference to metaphorical 
stands the intended meaning ff • 



image. "The splitting image" 
eme!'ges from "the spitting 

image" foremost because of the · -
1 

. 
simi ar1ty of pronunciation 

which is reinforced by a new metaphori·cal 
reading that is 

imposed on the meaning of "likeness." 
"Splitting image" is 

credible when we consider that th 
one ing looks like another 

when it has been "split off" the or1·g1·nal. 
- Again the image 

of reproduction by division is implicit in the metaphor, if 

metaphor is regarded at all when the phrase is used. Since 

the phrase has become cliche and its . meaning is no longer 

dependent on precise metaphorical image, its original form 

and even its metaphorical reference have become corrupted. 
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Similarity of pronunciation, ignorance of or disregard 

for metaphorical origin, or the attempt to read new, modified 

metaphor or meaning into a word or phrase have contributed to 

the evolution of other misstatements, distortions, and cata

chreses in our language that are commonly heard and accepted: 

"heat frustration" for "heat prostration," "for all intensive 

purposes" instead of "for all intents and purposes," "bobbed 

wire" for "barbed wire," "a smathering (non-word) of rain" for 

f . " "a smattering o rain. One might speculate that there is an 

etymological relationship between the words "haywire" and 

"awry." 1 . t d as "informal" and "slang" in The "Haywire" is 1s e 

and The New Ame!'ican Webster American Heritage Dictiona!'y __ --

Dictionary, respectively. Aside from their similar pronuncia-

graphic illustration of the meaning tions, "haywire" is the 
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of the word "awry," and both 

are used metaphorically to denote 
a state of confusion, distortion 

' or disorder. Their meanings 
probably reinforce one an th o er' with "hayw1· re" d consi ered the 
more colloquial usage. Pe h raps the ready acceptance of 

"haywire" in our vocabulary is a result f o its coincidental 

similarity in -pronunciation and meaning with the more 

respected word "awry. 11 

. Inh.erent in metaphor is the possibility of ambiguity: 

should a term be interpreted literally or metaphorically? For 

instance, "He suffered a terrible blow" does not indicate 

whether the blow was a physical attack or an emotional trauma. 

The surrounding context must indicate the intended meaning of 

an ambiguous term. 

Herbert Read auggests that in the use of metaphor we 

have one of "the main agents . in the growth of language, 

most words and idioms being in the nature of dead metaphors. 11 75 

Perhaps distortion and reinterpretation of dead metaphors 

contribute to the growth and evolution of language as well. 

Metaphors of Perception often occur as euphemisms that 

are_ substituted for terms regarded as too direct, explicit, 

or offensive. Euphemism is maligned as being dishonest and 

phony, the language -of salesmen, politicians, and prudes. 

Some simple examples that first come to mind might be "pass 

away" 

feet" 

eyes; 

) f "die"· "laugh (a Proce_ss Me.taphor or ' 

(Spatial Metaphors) for wrinkles at the 

. . "limb;, (Spatial Metaphor) 
the V1ctor1an 

lines" or "crow's 

corners of the 

for "leg"; 
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"restroom" for "toilet"; "passing wind" for "flatulence"; and 

a host of other "potty talk." Most of us don't object to coop

erating with these efforts for the sake of good manners and 

others' feelings. But Neil Postman suggests tha the purpose 

and power of euphemism can be more significant han mere per-

suasion or courtesy. He proposes ha "euphemisms a ea means 

through which a culture may alte i e i agery nd by doing so 

subtly change its style, is pi i ea , 

Consider the area of chi d educ 

euphemizing, or renaming , hash 

of our old a titudes ow 

sery is now called he "chi 

children are "special"; a 

call children "dumb" 

"culturally deprived.' 

mitiga e hrough expl 

and people whose 

tions. The names he 

ameliorating at emp s 

citizens,• spouses and ch 

longer "dependente,n bu 

handicapped." The a emp 

" 

become c by renaming it can 

C 

n 

11 

l nd 

e 

C 

1 engineer," a g a housewife is a nd omes c 

n 
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1 a v uee . "76 

e o 
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", v n ve 
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h ng 

sex eee ely a 
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" and too "sanitation engineer, 
ic s a e "in e en a 
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ec ed: 

The response to 
b by" ho h is sis P O 8 bese e Pe 

cleaners." 
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are you t!"ying to fool?" But we should be mindful that using 

euphemisms can be an attempt to 11 foo l ," o!" deceive, when a 

new te!"m diverts our attention from a cen al truth O!" t?"ies 

to gloss over an important conce n , such : "ter i ate" O!" 

"neutralize," for murder; "p ocess' or b an s ; "sec e" 

for steal; O!" "having his vay v 

cites a pa r ticular instanc e o 

only cont emp t ible , but i o 

South Pacific wee given 

u. s. Gove!"nment . Be x 

ga ve nment was "t Y g 

the bomb evokes . "77 

contemptible; t 

the ef ect th t 8 

pp!"Op!"iatenes 0 

e "mix u 

the esult is d 8 b 

phor , II C !"!"Oll 

p ovision fo t e e ol 
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Met aphor that has been misunderstood and misstated is a 

rich source fo r humo r . Televis i on's Ar chie Bunker is pe rhaps 

the master of malap r opism as he confidently betrays hi s igno r

ance with such quips as "on t he s perm of t he moment," and 

"The Emasculation Pr oc lamation . " 
hile he is ob ivio s to 

his errors, the audi enc e hyster ically consi de s t he new, inap

pr op ri ate image in i t s un l i kely cont ex . 

Amb iguity is anotbe s ou ce o 

images they evoke do doub e d y 

ter each other in a g e o 

arise due to syntac tical 

wood en leg named Sm i th . '' 

other leg?" Oth e 

mo e tha n one int e p et 

th e issue , II said the nerv o 

cian . Mic hael Apt e r exp 

which "one meaning hie 

gives way unexpecte l y t o 

X. 

0 

8 ex 

ns 

0 0 

humor t o be expe r i enc e I ho e er , 

evaluated less hi ghly t h n t , 
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examples of this process are" 

The road is so crooked it could 
run for the Legislature," or" 

You're lying like a Persian 
rug." When a member of the A 

rmed Forces is permanently leav-

ing the service, he has the option of taking all his accrued 

leave (vacation) time at the end of hi's 
service; the last day 

of his leave is considered the last day of his membership in 

the service. This option is called "terminal leave"; now 

that's a vacation to be avoided. Apter extends his theory of 

joke structure by exlaining that "it is always possible to 

convert a metaphor into the reversal synergy of a joke by 

taking the property which the two identities are assumed to 

have in common, and then disclosing unexpectedly that the 

common property implied in the metaphor is really a differ

ent, and in some way lesser, property. 1180 He offers the 

example: "He aspired to her heart, but never reached that 

high." ''Heart" the metaphor for "love" is contrasted with 

"heart" the physical organ in the body, as "aspire" (ambition) 

is implied as climbing both metaphorically and physically. 

Aristotle also recognized the function of metaphor in humor: 

"Most smart sayings are derived from metaphor, and also from 

d Fr · t becomes more evimisleading the hearer beforehan · 0 1 

t something, and the mind seems dent to him that he has learn 

had missed it.'"81 
to say, 'How true it is! but 1 

We "mix up" our l·n language when we are inatmetapbors 

. ·ngs and imagistic 
tentive to the precise meani 

are not sensitive to 
or hidden, metaphors and 

origins of dead, 

the potentials · 
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for meaning that metapho~ in ~egula~ 1 - - - anguage pr esents. Employ-

ing metaphor in these instances is not a conscious effort and 

so the possibility for unconscious misstatement th r ough cata

chresis and ambiguity arises. We don't say what we .mean and 

we don't mean what we say. The result is failu r e to communi

cate effectively. 

But metaphor can be "mixed up" constructively to se rve 

specific pu r poses. Euphemisms help us r ename and perhaps 

thus reevaluate our image ry surroundi ng certain referents, 

oxymora help us exp r ess seemingl y paradoxi cal experienc es , 

and ambiguity and malap r opism a re rich sources fa humor t hat 

censures our pr econceptions. We must be eve mindful, how

ever, of the powe r metaphor has to shape perception and not 

allow it to get us "mixed up . " 



Chapter VIII 

CONCLUSION 

Language is a behavior that reflects how our minds work; 

the ways in which we perceive, collect, and incorporate infor

mation can be observed in how we express ourselves verbally. 

Talking in metaphor is a process that comes naturally to 

beings such as ourselves who communicate through oral symbols 

that represent referents. Even speakers who cannot define 

what metaphors are use them with great facility in their 

language, and by doing so communicate among themselves more 

effectively. We are all physical beings inhabiting a physi

cal environment: the limitations and provisions of an exis

tence governed by time, space, and physical substance are 

imposed upon us all. When as children we begin developing 

our consciousness within our existence in a physical environ

ment, we learn that there are names to represent all the 

things, activities, and feelings we are perceiving. We also 

soon learn that those. experiences and the words that are their 

names are understood and held in common with the others with 

whom we would communicate. As our experiences and ideas become 

and abstract, not based in physically per
more sophisticated 

t find ways of expressing those 
ceivable conditions, we mus 

referents as well, 
a new referent by means Often we express 

te rm that names a famion a familiar of comparison, relying 
notionally or analogously 

liar referent which is in some way 

81 
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S imilar _to the abstract r efe r ent. R 

11 eca ing a wor d that r ep-
resents a physically pe r ceivabl e r efer ent evokes a mental image 

of a par ticular object or a par t i cular activity or a parti cu

l a r sensation that, th r ough comparison, helps us better und er 

stand the new r ef e r ent. When we recall wo ds which ordinarily 

r ep r esent phys i cally -perceived objects, actions, or conditions 

to r ep r esent not i onal , non- physical ef e ents, we a e using 

Metaphors of Pe r cepti on. 

Abst r ac t referents that a r e ex p essed as material , t hee

dimensi ona l objects that occupy space a e Spat al Metapho s , 

suc h as a c P • '' a Sull. zed statement II Abst act e e ents exp essed 

as motion or activity that can be obse ve in te ial 

setting, per orme Yo f db to Phys·cal ob ects , a e P ocess 

Metaphors , such as " r ea:et ns t e be e s . " A 

ents that are exp eased in te ms o ens t ons n 

perceived th r ough t he human sen es e enao y e 

in "a ticklish situati on. " 

h · 8 have been o Various related t eor1e 

to explain how we creat e, us e, an e s a 

a e 

e a 

e e -

ee 

p 0 

C 

ors 

ings 

s , as 

ttempt 

n lan-

guage . The most logical an ana y re t et eo . es o 

attri bute matching a nd analo tt i e atchi g 

that, simply, some 
t eve ice, sal i ent feat re o 

t a co respo . comparable 0 cate, of a metaphor is 

ovi es 

or p edi -

eat re 

d '" e ar in of the tenor, or subject, an · 
the te or in terms o 

better understa the vehic l e helps us 

S
imilarly s ugges ts tha sweat ). Analogy 

the enor (a bea of 

we obse rve so e 
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analogous relationship that ex · t b t vehi·-

1s s e ween t he teno r and 

cle, and by expressing the teno r , th r ough subs titut io n , as the 

vehicle, some special insight of meani ng is afforded (as chamb

ers are to a house, so a r eas of control or cognition a re to 

the mind; hence, "chambe r s of the mind 11 ) . 

ost theo ists co n-

cerned with the relatio ns hip of language and thought ecognize 

the validity of a thi rd catego y of metapho c eation and com

pr ehension: the i nstantaneous, affect ive "s eeing" o a meta

pho r ical r elationship that mi gh t be ca le a es l t- 1 e pro-

cess. Cons c i ous analysis is s pe seed by 1 

Exper i ment s have shown that me a o . ro ce 

Gestalt type p ocess a e ich e , o e no el 

when compa ed with th e more e ors 

the me t hodical p ocesses o e 

Our abi 1 y o l ' t t ely on the B co BC O 8 

of the mind to c ea e e t ect e exp as o a o 

o •,1 C 0 g 

8 g 

e a 

ins gbt . 

is 

ce e 

0 g 

o e rs 

g l 

e ec-guage attests to th e deg ee 

tion of our expe iencea, 8 ec 0 x e e ces 

t hey a e egiste ed in or i 9 . 

Metaphors of Percepti on c n e e e 

Ou r langua e an every level of r e so co o 

t they are o te in fact , tha 

but "dead" o r "hidden." 

no con 

II e 

t ce · ateness and accep an · it is t .ou_g 

no loner cos t hat t heir appearance is 

e . e 

o e 

e r 

ere 

e 

e I 

e or · c a a 

e r a !" O !" -

re ea e se 

a ly co n-

as to necessitate gruous so 
a metap or · ca r ea i g . B t even 
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dead metaphors elicit mental images that help us "b!"idge the 

gap" between abstraction and understanding. 

Many of 
th

e Metaphors of Pe rception a re implicit; that 

is, the metapho!"ical comparison or analogy is not stated and 

the listener must dete rmine the teno!" for himself th r ough the 

context, as in "the doo r to suc cess shut in his face" (oppor

tunity [tenor] is a door [vehicle]) . Often t he complete meta

phorical compari son is not stated but i s suggested by what is 

actually a qualifier that clos es a simile , as in "bu ning 

desire" (desi re is like a fie as i t bu ns) . ost metapho s 

can be stated as similes, with some ea ange ent and c ea

tivity. But for the most pat , a metap o is more powe ul 

and more compact than a simile . A etapho a o s e e 

pleasure of realizing s imultaneously 

literal, it is still "t ue . " 

Using Metapho s of Perce tion is 

·ng Rely ' n on images to convey mean1 • 

t a .., le it is not 

a g e o e C n 

ages o re res e 

meaning offers the po tential 0 1. o.11e is or as o e "'"O eca le 

and t hen diminished by t he appea ance o anot er, nex ecte 

image. Talking in metapho a l ows us to P y w WO !' S to 

but l· t als o betrays or create humor, i g ora ce wen we on ' t 

use the wo!"ds co!"rect l y. Since metap or 1 lag age can 

· amon evoke diffe r ing interp r etaions sers, t ere 

'"San i l · amb iguity and mi sun e. potential fo!' 

s a so the 

e wor s and 

on can ta ors s the i mages that e 
phrases that express w·thout due 

that 'fie acce t ,. languaoe become epithets in ou . 
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Cons i de r ation as we tend to d 

rea ily associate the image with 

the referent. We must be careful that they do not become 

crutches for our laziness in language and that the images and 

our connotative interpretations of those images do not begin 

to control us. 

By using Metaphors of Perception we draw on our basic 

common experiences in a physical environment to express 

notional, non-physical ideas, or referents. Metaphors of 

Perception evoke images in our minds of objects of substance, 

activity among physical objects, and physical qualities that 

are made to represent metaphorically abstract ideas. Because 

our common experiential base is the reference most easily 

comprehended and conceptualized among the most speakers, 

Metaphors of Perception make meaning more easily understood 

and therefore language more effective. 
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